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Wednesday, December 17, 1975
Alderman George Cumpston Explains
\
Support Of Full Recreation Complex
The following letter was 
distributed to North Saanich 
council by Aid. . George 
Cumpston, a member of the 
Tri-municipal recreation 
steering committee which 
decided recently to recom­
mend the whole proposed 
complex, rather than a 
reduced version, be taken to 
referendum.
“The following deals with 
the unanimous recom­
mendation of the Tri- 
Municipal Recreation 
Steering Committee at its 
meeting of 25th November and 
Council’s lengthy discussion 
relative thereto on 1st 
December.
At the Steering Committee 
meeting A.R.E.N.A. 
representatives explained 
their Supplementary Report 
which had been prepared on 
instructions of the Recreation
Commission following the 
request of the Steering 
Committee for a plan which 
would reduce the required 
municipal funding to 
$1,350,000 - $1,500,000 and 
would include an Ice Arena, 
Swimming Pool and Entrance 
to designed so the remainder 
of the proposed total complex 
could be phased in at a later 
date.
Prior to the Steering 
Committee meeting I had 
studied the Supplementary 
Report and reached certain 
tentative conclusions as a 
result of which I obtained 
from Mr. Fairs comparative 
figures reflecting the costs 
involved in the total complex 
and in the partial complex 
consisting of Ice Arena, 
Swimming Pool and En­
trance. These figures covered 
six properties throughout the
District and included Vacant 
Land, Improved Water 
Average Residences in 
Various Assessment Zones 
other than Water Front. Their 
1975 assessed values vary 
from $3,830 to $12,363, total 
$47,798 and average $7,966. 
Based on these 1975 assessed 
values, the annual cost to the 
owners of these properties 
range from $22.52 to $72.69 for 
the total complex and from 
$16.18 to $52.25 for the partial 
complex. Thus the annual 
extra cost of the total complex 
over the partial complex, 
chargeable against these 
properties, vary from $6.34 to 
$20.44 and average $13.18.
My support of the Steering 
Committee’s recommendation 
to the three Councils was 
based on the reasoning 
outlined in the foregoing, not
on ““aberration,” a non­
existent “Snow Job” or my 
equally non-existent 
“frustration.” I am a believer 
in obtaining full value for the 
tax payer’s dollar and it is my 
opinion that he North Saanich 
electorate is sufficiently in­
telligent to realize that, of the 
options offered, the total 
complex is by far the best 
value. Also, in my opinion, if 
the total complex goes to 
referendum, only those who 
oppose any form of 
recreational complex will vote 
“no.”
Relative to the matter of 
cost-sharing on the upgrading 
of East Saanich Road the 
Steering Committee is aware 
of the resolutions adopted by 
this Council. It is my opinion 
that further discussion of this 
question should be deferred.”







Four-year-old ANDREAS REHM was almost speechless 
when he met Santa at the Deep Cove Elementary School on 
Saturday afternoon. Andreas, who speaks both English and 
German, told Santa Claus (in English) that he was looking 
forward to seeing him come down his Father’s chimney. 
(Review photo).
PICK-UP ON DEC. 20th
NEXT PICK UP ON 
JAN. 10,1976
Merry Christmas to all the volunteers who manned 
the truck this past year.
To those who use the Service, how about joining us 
next year - we need more help.
For information phone 656-1162 — 656-4247 or the 
Municipal Hall — 656-3918.
NORTH SAANICH SUPPORTS 
RECREATION REFERENDUM
Grieve M Laphain Cast Disseoting Votes
Tllim-FIVE SPECfATORS ATTEND EOENCIL DEBATE
North Saanich council 
decided to put the matter of a 
peninsula recreation complex 
to a referendum, in a six-four 
vote Monday.
Mayor Paul Grieve and Aid. 
John Lapham voted against 
the motion to take the whole 
complex, for a total cost of $3.8 
million, or $2.7 million to be 
shared by three municipalities 
after provincial grants were 
subtracted, to referendum.
In speaking against the 
motion. Grieve said he felt if it 
were taken to referendum, it 
would be defeated by North 
Saanich taxpayers. He wanted 
to hold out for an agreement 
between the municipalities of 
North and Central Saanich 
■and Sidney to share the cost of 
upgrading East Saanich Road, 
so North' Saanich taxpayers 
would not be faced with a 
larger cost than taxpayers in 
the other municipalities.
Alderman George West- 
wood agreed. He pointed out 
that under the agreed cost­
sharing scheme of 50 percent 
assessment and 50 percent 
population, North Saanich 
would be paying more per 
capita than the other 
municipalities.
This fact, coupled with the 
cost of devoting land which 
could be used by North 
Saanich as parkland to the 
construction of a recreation 
complex, would mean the 
North Saanich ratepayer 
would be paying more than his 
share, Westwood and Grieve 
agreed.
Aid. Eric Sherwood refuted 
this contention. He did not 
argue that the per capita 
share would not be 
higher, but he said council 
members should not be so
concerned about the costs of 
road upgrading and the use of 
their land for the complex.
Of the 17 acres, only six 
would be needed for the 
complex, he said, leaving 
about 11 acres for parkland. 
The complex would be an 
advantage when the Dean 
Park subdivision is com­
pleted, and a large con­
centration of residents is 
centred in that area.
As for the road, Sherwood 
pointed out that residents and 
of North Saanich and Central 
Saanich use Beaon Avenue 
and Resthaven Drive to get to 
the Rest Haven Hospital 
“..and they don’t charge us for 
upkeep of those roads.”
Thirty-five spectators were 
at the council meeting, most of 
whom left after discussion of 
the recreation issue was 
I concluded.
At one point, when Grieve 
said the feedback he had from 
the citizens of North Saanich 
was that they would defeat the 
complex if it went to 
referendum, there was an 
angry rumble from the 
gallery.
“Your feedback is from 
Ardmore and Deep Cove,” 
said Sherwood. “Let it go to all 






Doris Humber Colpitts, 
aged 70 years of 8645 East 
Saanich Rd. on December 8, 
1975 in Victoria. A native 
daughter of the late Mr. and 
Mrs. William Henry Russell 
Humber, early pioneers of 
Victoria. Widow of Robert 
Clifton Colpitis. She is sur­
vived by one son, Clifton of 
New York; 15 nephews and 
nieces. She was a member of 
the I.O.D.E.
Service was held in McCall 
Bros. Chapel, Johnson and 
Vancouver Sts, on Friday, 
Dec. 12 at 1:15 p.m, with the 
Rev, R.A. Sansom officiating. 
(Flowers gratefully declined. 
Donations, if desired, may he 
made to tlie Heart Fund, 1008 
Blanshard St.)
The question of barbed wire 
adjacent to the highway was 
referred for consideration at 
Central Saanich council 
meeting Monday.
It was sugested that fencing 
which is four-strand barbed 
wiring be converted to page 
fencing by council resolution. 
There is presently a by-law 
restricting barbed wire fences 
in residential areas, however, 
the fence in question is on 
farming area.
TRANSIT BULLETIN is
IMPROVED TRANSIT SERVICE 







it’s time to be merry and bright . . . 
and to thank oiir many good friends 
for your vitined patronage, loyalty, 
good will, confidence and support.
Fiisl stage commences 
December 19
On December 19, a number of improvements will 
take place in transit service on the Saanich Peninsula. 
The present service operated by the provincially- 
owned Vancouver Island Transit Limited will be in­
creased, with two rush-hour trips being offered in both 
the morning and evening. Saturday schedules will be im­
proved and, for the first time, evening trips will be run.
Several routes are available for use by Saanich 
Peninsula residents. The basic day long service is pro­
vided by a general purpose route numbered 802, 
calling at Royal Oak, Cordova Bay, Saanichton, Sidney, 
Swartz Bay, and intermediate points. Some 802 trips 
will run via Brentwood and some via Veyaness.





An important element in the design of the new 
schedules has been connections with ferry services. 
Combined bus and ferry journeys will be possible on at 
least some trips on each of the following runs; 
Brentwood-Mill Bay; Swartz Bay-Saltspring; Swartz 
Sidney-Anacortes.
STOPS
For the moment, the present informal stop arrange­
ments that exist on the Peninsula north of Royal Oak 
will remain in effect. Passengers wishing to board or 
alight should select a safe place and signal the driver 
well in advance. South of Royal Oak in the built-up area 
of Greater Victoria, stops will be made at posted bus 
stops along Douglas north of the Trans-Canada High­
way, and at the following locations: Brydon Exchange, 
Mayfair Shopping Centre, and at all FastBUS stops in 
downtown Victoria to the terminus on Belleville west 
of the Crystal Gardens.
Destination signs on the buses will continue to show 
the ultimate destinations. Card signs in the front window 
will display the route number.
BROADMEAD












No changes are to be made in the fare structure.
A thorough-going streamlining of fares, along with 
transfer privileges with B.C. Hydro, is presently under 
review. Patrons are reminded that, while exact change 
is not mandatory on Vancouver Island Transit Ltd. buses, 




Schedules are available at: B.C. Hydro Building,










2443 Bon eon (1.5(1-2532
EXCELLENT 
SELECTION 
OF QUALITY CHRISTMAS TREES
Authentic Scotch Pine 
6 Ft. Complete With Stand
Canadian Fir 6 Ft. . . . . . . . . . .
Mon doy to Friday Schoclulo (N
Soturdoy Schedule 1
o holiday or Sunday nervice) |
1 Route Numbor 802 002 802 004 002 002 002 802 802 002 002 004 802 002 802 802 1
am am am am pm pm pm pm pm pm am am pm pm pm pm 1
Swnrlz Bay
Forry Terminal 6:41 7:05 9:20 9:50 « 2:00 3:00 4:25 7:05 - 6:55 9:50 2:55 7;lo|
Sidney Bus Station 6:51 7:15 9:30 10:00 12:15 2:10 3:10 4:35 6:15 7:15 - 7:05 10:00 12:15 3:05 - 7:20 j
1 Brentwood- 
1 W. Saanich at Walinco 7:06 7:30 - 10:15 12:32 * 3:25 - 6:30 - 7:20 10:15 12:32 4:50 7:35
I Cordova Bay-Cordovn
1 Bay Road at Doumne 7:27 7:51 9:56 - 12:48 2:36 3:45 - - 7:41 7:40 12:48 3:31 7:51
I Brydon Exchange 7:43 8:07 10:12 10:36 1:04 2:52 3:59 5:06 6:51 7:56 - 7:56 10:35 1:04 3:46 5:11 0:07
1 Victoria Crystal Gardens 7:57 8:21 10:26 10:50 1:18 3:06 4:16 5:23 7:02 8:06 0:10 10:49 1:10 4;00 5:26 8:20
COAAE IN WHILE SELECTION IS STILL GOOD
EXCELLENT SELECTION OF TREE LIGHTS 
AND REPLACEMENT BULBS
BUTLER BROTHERS
I.UMBKB Bulhllntj; Supplius & Ilanlvvarc
join Koiiling .\ Boiul For Sorvlcc: Tck'plioiu* (Lia-irai j
BRITISH COUNHBUTRANSIT SERVICES










































Route Number 002 002 002 002 002 002 004 002 002 002 002 002 002 002 002 004 002
am am am am pm pm pm pm pm pm pm am am am pm pm pm
Victoria Crystal Gordons 5:30 8:10 0:30 11:00 12:25 1:30 3:15 5:06 5:35 8:30 9:05 6;40 8:26 11:00 1:30 4:06 5:35
Brydon Exchange 5:40 0;21 0:41 11:14 12:39 1:44 3:29 5:19 5:49 0:40 9:15 5:50 0:39 11:14 1:44 4:19 5:49
Cordova Bay-Cordova 
Bay Road at Doumne 5:55 - 8:67 11:30 12:66 2:00 - 6:35 6:05 0:55 0:30 6:06 8:65 11:30 2:00 6:05
1 Brentwood-
1 W. Saanich at Walinco 6:11 - 11:46 1:1b - 3:b0 5:56 6:21 0:15 0:60 6:20 - 11:46 2:21 4:42 6:211 Sidney Bus Station 6:26 8:51 9:23 12:01 1:31 2:26 4:05 0:11 6:36 9:30 10:06 6:35 9:21 12:04 2:35 - 6:301 Swartz Bay
1 Forry Terminal 6:36 0:01 0:33 1:41 j 2:36 4:15 ” 6:46 0:40 10:15 6:46 0:31 1 ■ 2:45 — 6:40
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g:
The llealtli and Welfare 
DepiirUnent reciuested that 
the serviees of Central 
Saanich’s animal controller be 
extended to the Indian 
reserve.
All dogs without tags would 
be impounded and eventually 
destroyed, with a fee for each 
dog destroyed paid by the 
municipality.
However, council felt they 
should not get involved. 
Alderman Lazarz said 
requests should come from the 
band rather than an outside 
source.
Alderman MacLaurin added 
“They have complete internal 
competence in policing their
own dogs,” and council need 
not get involved unless ap­
proached for advice or 
assistance.
Sidney Rotary 
Club News In 
Review
On Wednesday, December 
lOtli, members of the Sidney 
Rtoary Club elected the 
following to direct their af­
fairs for the Rtoary Year 1976- 
77;
President: Dr. Lionel
Dobson; vice-president: Wells 
,v ,. Hooker; secretary: Dan 
7- Rippin; treasurer: Russ 
' Scuit.
Directors for two years: S. 
Donald Smith and Peter 
Whilehouse.
g' Directors for one year: 
jy. Lionel Wardle and Rev.
Robert Sansom.
7 The newly elected executive 
>7 will take office on July 1, 1976.
J: MONEY TREE DRAW 
The Sidney Lions Club will 
hold a draw for a money tree 
7* now at the Bank of Commerce 
g' in the Beacon Mall.
• The tree, decorated with 
paper money, was raffled to 
i'l raise money for Lions’ 
kj; charities.
7; The draw will be held at the 




'Monday evening was 
‘Z Alderman Earle Tabor’s last 
i:'; council meeting, as he will not 
ZZ be rejoining Central Saanich
f'- council in January. _........
Mayor Jean Butler thanked 
Z? him for his “loyal and faithful 
work.”
It is also the final council 
meeting for 1976.
CHRISTMAS is a time 
for awe amongst even 
the most grown-up of 
young men.
The North Saanich band played a number of spirited pieces at Sanscha Hall on Saturday.
THIS YOUNG LADY 
led a superb recital ice 
performance at Sanscha pleasant 
Hall on Saturday.
CREAM was a 
treat before 
meeting Santa Claus
Where meats are a specialty, not a sideline 
FOR SERVICE & QUALITY
Local Butchers
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 



















The following sailings will be cancelled on 
Christmas Day and New Year’s Day, Decem­







• Kippering or Poaching
Save $ on your food budget
32 lb. 20 lb.minimum deliveiy
FREE DELIVERY WITHIN VICTORIA & SIDNEY LIMITS
Available While Supply Lasts.
Drop in and pick up a 
1976 Recipe Calendar
COMPLIMENTS OF LOCAL BUTCHERS
PHONE NOW - 656-3901 9 - 5 MON. - SAT.




The following sailings will be in effect on 
Christmas Eve, Wednesday, December 24 
only;







NOTE; On Christmas Day the “Saltspring 
Queen” will be tied up and there will 
be no supplementary sailings.
O VAIVICOUVER ISLAND-SALTSPRBNG
Regular Sunday schedule will be in effect 
on Christmas Day and New Year’s Day be­
tween Vesuvius Bay, Saltspring Island and 
Crofton, Vancouver Island.
[□ BE^ENTWOOD BAY-MILL BAY
Regular Sunday schedule will be in effect 
on Christmas Day and New Year’s Day be­
tween Mill Bay and Brentwood Bay.
Britisil Caiminbia Ferries
Victoria 386-3431 Gulf Islands 629-3222 
Saltspring Island (only) 537-5131
Department of Transport and .Comrhunications
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Mayor Stan Dear
At the end of the year Mayor Stanley Dear will 
at his own choice surrender the chain of civic office 
to his successor. He will have served three un­
broken terms of responsibility as head of the ad­
ministration in the Town of Sidney, as well as a 
preparatory term as a member of the council.
During this period it is very evident that there 
has been great progress in the development of 
Sidney, both in its commerce and in terms of the 
amenities available to its citizens. Let it be said 
with emphasis that they have been difficult and 
demanding years for the man at the head of affairs.
Mayor Dear’s long uninterrupted tenure of office 
has been distinguished by the completion of Sid­
ney’s efficient sanitary sewage disposal system. As 
well, significant public works have been put in hand 
to improve a sadly deficient main drainage 
situation.
It is to the credit of council under his direction 
that these major programmes were pressed for­
ward with the minimum of delay. Had action at the 
top been any less decisive there can be no doubt 
that the incubus of inflation would have imposed 
further crippling financial burdens upon the 
shoulders of the ratepayers.
Many other lesser projects of the past few years 
have contributed to the welLbeing of the com­
munity, notably in the spread of commercial 
facilities and the consequent attraction of new 
residents to the municipality. Civic growth has 
been steady and constant.
Unlike the evaluation of those who attain 
eminence in the fields of science, industry and the 
arts, the capability of a politician cannot be 
measured by absolute standards. Too often the 
support of electors may be gained by means of 
gushes of rhetoric supported by extravagant 
gestures. By such means many an aspiring 
politician has reached the top rung of the ladder 
regardless of fundamental fitness for the position.
Mayor Dear has never exhibited such ef­
fervescent postures. On the contrary his poise and 
direction has been characterised by the reverse 
attributes of calmness, thoughtfulness and con­
vincing reliability. With his integrity unchallenged 
he has presided with dignity and confidence in all 
situations, and has shown an admirable talent for 
amiable conciliation.
Under his leadership Sidney has noticeably 
progressed. The community thanks him for his 
sterling contribution.
Encore!
Billed as a ‘Community Effort’ the Christmas 
Concert at Sanscha Hall’Saturday evening turned 
out to be just that. An attentive, enthusiastic 
audience appeared to take special delight in a 
delightful program of skits, music from the North 
Saanich School Band and a hilarious scenario froni 
The Twelve Days of Christmas.
There was folk singing, a song and dance routine, 
and The Night Before Christmas performed by the 
Peninsula Players. These acts, combined with 
others of equal poise and talent provided a com­
fortable, somewhat old fashioned evening for those 
who attended.
We hope this evening gathering will be an annual 
event. Those who organized it: the Peninsula 
Players, the North Saanich and Sidney Chamber of 
Commerce, together with the highly active and 
energetic Peninsula Recreation Commission 
deserve a hearty ‘Well Done!’
New York Versus Sidney
The City of New York, wallowing in a morass of 
debt and other fiscal problems could learn i 
something from the Town of Sidney.
For this year, Sidney, with its two million dollar 
plus expense budget will have a surplus of $150,000.
This is a direct result of three things: grants from 
the provincial government totalled some $50,000 
higher than was originally expected; a number of 
e.xpenditures, such as the addition to the Town Hall, 
were not carried out due to unforseen cir­
cumstances; and the Town’s Public Work’s 
Department saved funds by undertaking a local 
itnprovements themselves rather than contracting 
such tasks out to private concerns. This was par­
ticularly true with respect to roadwork and 
sidewalk construction.
The (ax payers of Sidney could not have received 
a better Christmas present. Council, along with the 
'I'own staff, both played an important part in seeing 
this tally of black ink come to pass. New York 




Anglican Church of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH





11:15 a.m. Holy Com­
munion
7:00 p. m. Ca ndlelight
Service
Dec. 24,1975
11:30 p.m. Christmas Eve 
Midnight Mass 
atSt. Stephen’s Church 
Christmas Day, Dec. 25 
ST. MARY’S
9:30 a.m. Holy Communion
ST. STEPHEN’S 




Letters to the Editor
ASSEMBLY OF GOD 
(P.A.O.C.)
9182 E. Saanich Rd. 
North off McTavish 
Rev. Chas. Barker, Pastor 
Phone 656-2545 
Sunday, Dec. 21,1975 • 
9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service 
“Unto You is Born This 
Day a Savior”
7:00 p.m. Gospel Outreach 
The Virgin Birth 
Fact or Fantasy 
Tuesday
7:30 p. m. Bible Study and 
Prayer




ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH 
3rd St, Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon 
Sunday, Dec. 21 
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 










Sunday, Dec. 21 
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 








Rev. Robert Sansom 
656-4870 656-5322
EVERYBODY WELCOME 
TO ALL OUR SERVICES
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Your newspaper at one time 
was a community periodical 
with a heart now we are not so 
sure. We refer to your recent 
article concerning a child and 
her bicycle, which could only 
be construde as a lesson on 
lights for bicycles and subtle 
inference to negligent 
mothers.
At the time your article 
appeared many residents 
from Sidney to Victoria in­
cluding whole classrooms of 
children were praying for 
Carla Higgins. What you 
might not know is that her 
mother is a courageous widow 
who is trying single handed to 
support and bring up her four 
children in a Christian 
manner.
What was a tragic mixup 
between the adult babysitter 
and the mother should not 
have been allowed to be shown 
as a childwanderingoutather 
own whim. The reason there 
was no light on the bicycle was 
because her mother would 
never consider allowing a 
child her age out alone after 
dark.
We’re all pleased that Carla 
now appears to be on the 
mend.
Margaret Kynas 
6890 Woodward Drive 
Brentwood Bay
At this time of year when 
people are infused with the 
spirit of Christmas, I suspect 
that the Colonels Scrooge-like 
attitude to everyone would be 
“Bah” and “Humbug”.
A merry Christmas to 
yourself, Mr. Editor, yourf 
staff, and to all of your 
readers, and to the Colonel I 
say, “A pox on you sir”.
Reg Davis 
Canoe Cove.
The Glen Meadows Golf and 
('ounlry Club Ladies’ soclinn 
held (lieir annual Clirislnuis 
parly recently, Seventy-live 
members enjoyed luncheon,
I'allowc'd by carol singing led 
by Hiilli’ Bull, Barbara 
Crawford accompanying on 
piano,
Dale Shaw received a 
Hlaudiiig ovation in 
recognilion of recently being
named the No. 1 amateur lady 
golfer in Canada,
Club president, Ken Adams, 
won a iiicture donated liy Fran 
Inman, and Sliirley Baxter 
lield tlie winning ticket on tlie 
door prize,
Instead of exchanging 
presenLs tlie ladies hrouglit 
tinned fowls wliich filled two 
'big boxes. These will be 
donated lo local cliarlty 
organl/.a lions.
Editor, The Review, Sir;
Well now! 1 see by his letter 
in your last issue, that my old 
adversary, 1j1. Colonel Brown 
Hardinge (Rtd) has once 
again re-appearod on the 
scene. I was wondering what 
liatl happened to the old giuit, 
The pleasant thought had 
crossed my mind tliat maybe 
he had accidentally shot 
himself witli one of his fowling 
pieces, or tliat one of his 
Britisil Bulldogs had buried 
him somcwliore on his estate, 
as most dogs do with old 
hones.
However I sec he is back 
with Ills usual bombastic 
attilude toward events in 
general. 1 am rol'erriiig of 
course to liis iiarrow-iiiinded 
commeiils on the proposed 
recreation center.
It is typical of one of liis 
breeding (If 1 may use so 
generous a term) that he 
would be against any project 
that may be of some lieiiel'it to 
the coiiimniiily. Though lie is 
probably loo iiifirni to par- 
ticipalo ill any of tlie sports 
such a center would iirovide, 
ho should have some con- 
sideralioa for the younger 
generalioii who would heiiefit 
from it, As to liis remarks 
ahoni cricket, one does not 
liave to be a graduate from 
Eton to he a good bowler.
As a drop-ont from Kiii- 
dergai'lea, my education was 
sadly neglected hut even so I 
•ill.iiiied, as a l.oy, the honour 
of being the Caiilaiii of Hie 
local cricket team as well as 
the teams champion spin 
liowler, and my iirowess at 
bowling "Googlies” was well 
known, and even after all 
lliese years would gladly 
challenge Hie Colonel lo a 
match.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Yes, there is a Santa Claus - 
because he came as he 
promised to the Saanich 
Peninsula C.B. Radio Club on 
Sunday. Gosh! It was sure; 
nice to see him and especially 
to be able to talk with him, 
most of all he brought hap­
piness with him with his jolly 
laugh and to bring to us boys 
and girls all the nice toys and 
lots of candy.
Our daddies and mommoes 
are members of the Com­
munity Communication Radio 
Service which help out people 
who are in distress or need 
help. We often wondered why 
our folks were always on the 
radio giving out helpful in­
formation to boats and 
travellers on the road, and 
most of all why they put on 
dances to raise money for 
people and groups who need it. ’ 
Today, with Santa’s visit to 
us - there is a Santa Claus 
after all. We children would 
like lo say “thank you and a 
Merry Christmas” lo all.
From the children of the 
C.B. Radio Club.
Written by Colleen 
Nellhorpc
story going the rounds. A story 
of a phrenologist who met 
Shaw at a vegetarian 
restaurant. This fellow didn’t 
like Shaw one little bit and 
made no bones about it. The 
two of them talked and talked, 
eventually Shaw asking 
“Have I no bump of 
veneration?”
Let your readers chuckle; 
this is what he heard.” Bump 
its a hole.” Ah! “In those days 
it was well to be alive, and to 
be young was very heaven. 
Here Tam and haven’t begun 
to say what I started out to 
say.
I have this morning s 
Review and more mis­
spellings. Perish the thought! 
Are they deliberate? A letter 
of mine has “verceuse.” I 
might have said lullaby but 
did say ferceuse.
Most of your readers would 
not notice the “change” in the 
name of the violinist. 
Reputations and memories die 
quickly,- and he was oldish 
when I was young. I have - if 
my eldest daughter hasn’t 
borrowed it - just one recor­
ded. piece of music of his.
Another letter of mine you 
mis-quoted.
Lo! the sun! and low 
thereunder Riseth wrath and 
hope and wonder. And the host 
comes marching oa For host 
you had lost. I was annoyed, 
yet lost would now seem to be 
in order.
Socialism was the goal, but 
we sold our birthright for the 
mess of trade-unionism. 
Thought I would wait till 
election results were in before 
finishing. The expected 
happened. A couple of years 
ago I told the attorney-general 
“stick it out to the end of your 
term you won’t get returned.
McDonald is a good man but 
no socialist. Two other good 
men who have shown their 
worth are Barrett and Levi: 
and they are socialists. 
Thanks to them for a better 
British Columbia. At least 
B.C. awoke from lethargy. Let 
us keep awake Decrepitude or 
demise will prevent me voting 
again; or should it be deprive.
Here is this darned senility 
beginning to show. But to be 
selfish which seems to be our 
normal state. Social Credit 




Friday, Dec. 19,1975 
7:30 p.m. Sunday School 
Christmas Program. 
Sunday, Dec. 21,1975 
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. “Christmas is
Eternal”
7:00 p.m. “Christmas is 
Glory”
Christmas Day 
10:00 a.m. “Christmas is 
Delight”




THE WORLDS MOST 
ANCIENT RELIGION
9780 Fourth St., Sidney 
Open Tues. 8, Thurs. afternoon
1012 Blancha/d St., Victoria 




(Parish Church of 
Brentwood Bay) 
Sunday, Dec. 21,1975 
ADVENT IV
8:30 a.m. Holy Communion 
7:30 p.m.
Carol, Candlelight Service 
Wednesday, Dec. 24 
CHRISTMAS EVE 
11:30 p.m. Midnight
C ommunion Service 
Thursday, Dec. 25 
CHRISTMAS DAY 
10:00 a.m. Family Com­
munion




Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weller Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.




Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office-656-3213 
Manse - 656-1930 
DEEP COVE
9:30 a.m. Service Worship 
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
11:00 a.m. Service Worship 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
CENTRALSAANICH 
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
B.A.
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-5644 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Saanich Road 




Editor, The Review, Sir:
I said no more letters to the 
Review, yet what lo do with 
my lime till spring? Guess I’ll 
have to keep on if only that it 
may ward off or at least delay 
senility. What a something to 
anticipate: yet it comes to all 
of us unless a beneficent 
providence lielps us lo shuffle 
off this morlabcoil.
Right now it is 11 a.m. Dec.
11 and my wife and 1 have 
voted; to some effect I liope 
without any cavilling over 
elections and such wlial really 
are the omens for llic future? 
We liave the silly liabil of not 
being able lo see beyond tlie 
end of 011r noses,
We cannot or will not proljo 
to the bottom. Eternally 
looking for a remedy, and here 
it Is; socialism, Li.slonlng lo 
Scott Wallace a few evenings 
ago I said to my wife "that 
fellow would make a goml 
socialist if he knew what it 
was all about,”
Tlie same goes for all you 
wellmeaniiig opponentsf 
Someone once said “Gold’s 
worlli lull gold: love’s worlli 
love” We seem to have lost our 
way, I still believe wc can 
solve mil' prolilems. Show 
thought nay, we will be 
scrapped for sonioUilng 
better. I reverse Shaw for liis 
true worth. In my young (lays 
of socialism 1 did not like the 
man, wlien lie allowed up my 
then lierooK their sliort- 
coniings.
And how I gloated at the
By .lack Scott
Honestly, I had planned on 
something happier for a 
Christmas column, yet here I 
am warning you that if you’ve 
(a) a weak stomach or (b) an 
utter confidence in your 
driving ability and your fate 
on the open road, today’s bit is 
not for you.
It comes along with the 
usual warnings that the 
Christmas and New Year’s 
fatalities will bo the worst 
ever,
I run this with trepidation, 
since it is so grisly, but with 
the hope that it may roach the 
right party.
1 / 10 SECOND 
Front bumper and chrome- 
work of the grill collapses; 
slivers of steel penetrate llie 
tree one and a half inches or 
more,
•2/ to SECOND 
Hood crumiiles as it rises, 
smashing into the windshield; 
Spinning rear wlieels leave the 
ground; Grill disintegrates; 
Ii’otulers come into contact 
with the tree, forcing rear 
parts lo splay out over Hie 
front doors; Heavy slnicUiral 
members of the car liegin to 
act as a brake on the terrific 
forward monienliini of Hio 
car’s h(vly; Tlie driver’s body, 
without the restraint of a seal- 
hell, conllmies to move for­
ward at Hie vehicle’s original 
speed, a force' of '.’h times 
gravity, liis bixiy weighing 
3,200 pounds; His logs, ramrod 
stralghl, snap at knee joints
3 / to SEI'DND 
Driver’s body is now off the 
seat, torso u|)riglil, broken 
knees pressing against Iho 
dashboard; IMastic and steel
frame of the steering wheel 
jegin to bend under his death 
grip; His head is now near the 
sun visor, his chest above the 
steering column.
I / 10 SECOND 
Car’s front 24 inciies have 
been completely demolished, 
but the rear end is still 
travelling at an estimated 35 
miles an hour; Driver’s body 
is still travelling at 55 miles an 
hour; The motor block 
crunches into the tree; Rear of 
the car, like a bucking horse, 
rises high enough lo scrap 
bark off the low branches.
5 / 10 SECOND 
Driver’s fear-frozen hands 
bend the steering column into 
an almost vertical position; 
Force of gravity empales him 
on Hie steering wheel shaft; 
.lagged steel puclures lung 
and arteries; Blood spurts into 
his lungs.
0/ 10 SECOND 
So great is the force of 
impact tliat tlie driver’s feel 
are ripped from his tiglilly- 
Inced slioes; 'I’lie iirake pedal 
shears off at tlie floor boards; 
Cliassis bcntls in the middle, 
sheering body bolls; Driver’s 
Ihcad smashes into the wind­
shield; Hoar of the car begins 
its downward fall, spinning 
wheels digging into llio 
ground.
7 ' 10 SECOND 
The entire, writhing body of 
Hie car Is forced out of shape; 
Hinges tear; Doors spring 
open; In one last convulsion 
Hie seat rams forward, pin­
ning Hie driver against Hie 
Hli'ol sliaft; B1o(k1 loiqis from 
Ills mouth, shock has now 
frozen Ills heart; He is dead.
Wed. Fellowship 8:00 p.m. 
Sun. 9:00a.mWorship 
1st. Memorial Chapel 
4725 FalaiseCres. 
Royal Oak
Rev. R. Mann652-5857 
Church Office 656-2721





Evening Fellowship 7 p.m.' 
Praise meeting: Wed.





Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES




ALL ARE WELCOME 





Our Lady Of The 
Assumption
7726 W, Saanich Road 









9830 5 th street 
Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s
Supper
■11:00 a.m. Family Bible
Hour
and Sunday School 
7:00p,m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
8p,m. Prayer& Bible Study 
.Icsus said
“I am the Light of the 
World”
Sands Funeral Chapels 
Serving
Vancouver Island
Your six community Ch.ipols. 
Indopondont F.imlly Owned 
and Controlled, S.nnds since 
191,2.
WE CARE 
Dedicated to Service 
, Sensible Prices. .
Sands Chapel of Hoses 
Fourtli Street 
1 SIDNEY (;r>(5-21Kl2
SpocInlUIng In shipping to or 





Serving Vancouver Islancf 
CaII Collect








0029 FIFTH OTRIIET, SIDNF.Y, 11,C,
PASTOR: MONTY F. MOORE 
PHONE; 656-3M4 OR 650-200B
Sunday School l|.45 a.m..
Mornino Worship 11.00 a.m.(Nursery r.nro provldod)
'Evening Praise 7.00 p.rn.
Bible Study & Prayer 7.30 p.m. Tuesday
(0
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Christmas is a visit from 
God. He takes on the form of 
humanity in the manger and 
becomes our saviour.
His visit is special because 
when he comes, he brings gifts 
and his greatest gift is peace 
of mind and spirit through 
Jesus Christ who is Prince of 
Peace.
On behalf of my family and 
congregation I wish you the 
peace of God during the 
holiday and throughout the 
coming year.
who has won. Rome fell 
centuries ago, but the 
message of the Humble 
Galilean still echoes down 
thru the centuries, still stirs 
men and calls them to Him­
self.
Don’t miss Christ this 
Christmas!
The tinsel, the tree, and the 
presents under it, can’t hold a 
candle to Him.
He is King of Kings, Lord of 
Lords.
Let Him be your King, your 
Lord.
You’ll never be sorry.
REV. BOB SANSOM 
St. Andrews and Holy 
Trinity Anglican Church
I look forward to celebrating 
once again the festivities of 
Christmas. To me this is a 
time of great happiness and 
joy which permeates through 
every aspect of society today.
The atmosphere of good will 
is to be seen all around us and 
as we of the Christian Church 
recall the true origins of this 
season we pray for all people 
— that peace and goodwill be 
yours not only at this 
Christmas time but 
throughout the whole of 1976.
Ileal joy can only be known 
in our lives if we respond to 
His call to “come home’’ and 
be " at peace with Him, 
rejoicing in loving ap­
preciation for all His gifts in 
Christ Jesus, That this joy be 
given to all at this Christmas 
season and forever is our hope 
and prayer.
derpriviledged a parcel of 
food. 3. Take time to read the 
Christmas story in the Bible. 
4. Attend a Cliristmas day 
service at your church. Why 
not try singing some Christ­
mas carols at home?
I want to wish you a very 
merry Christmas and a happy 
new year and an enriching 
time of fellowship over the 
Christmas season.
if
REV. HORI PRATT 
Deep Cove, and 
St. Paul’s, Sidney, 
United Church.
We all like to be home for 
‘ Christmas, so when I think of 
Christmas I think Jesus did 
.when he, sent a child into our 
.midst.and made it a. central , 
jsymbol of his kingdoni.
As Karl Marx said, “We can 
forgive the church much 
because of its emphasis on the 
importance of the child.”
Children especially feel the 
magic of Christmas. Sure, 
they love to be on the 
receiving end of gifts, 
but don’t we need to learn how 
to receive love and joy and 
hope and forgiveness before 
we can learn to give it to 
others? How they thrill at the 
simplicity of the manger 
scene with Mother Mary and 
Father Joseph, the humble 
animals, and the simple 
Shepards and wise men 
following the star.
As for a wish for this 
Christmas season, I’ll settle 
for the hope that out our 
hearts may be a little more 
open, a little more loyal, more 
kind, forgiving, hopeful, and 
believing, and that God may 





Christmas is God’s goodness 
and love shining upon us. 
through His Son, Jesus Christ, 
jChristnias ; is , ,God,^ our 
Maker, not leaving us alone to 
wind our way through life, but 
showing us His way, which 
always is best.
Christmas is the joy of 
Resurrection, for Christ’s 
coming as a babe born in a 
stable can never be separated 
from His Passion and sub 
sequent victory over the tomb. 
Perhaps you’ve wondered why 
there is such joy at His birth, 
why there is a tingling beauty 
about the Christmas carols 
that no other music can equa 
or capture.
It is because His birth is the 
greatest thing that ever 
happened to mankind. It 
because God saved the best 
music for His Son
Christmas is Christ’s kind 
ness for Rome’s cruelty;
His meekness for Rome’s 
power;
His love for the hate that seeks 
to vanquish and subdue.





Peace and joy, new hope 
and love are the feelings of 
Christmas. I wish the readers 
of the Review these blessings 
in abundance.
The message of Christ is for 
our whole life, not just for one 
day I hope our celebration of 
this one day presents Jesus 








What a blessing Christmas 
is! It is not the tinsel, it is not 
the giving and receiving, not 
even the carols but the humble 
heart that receives anew the 
wonderous gift, the Christ.
Christmas began in the 
heart of God. It is complete 
only when it reaches the heart 
of man. This is Christmas.
I hope the new year brings 
with it prosperity, health and 
joy to every family.
. . II* K i : V
•'if




One of the joyful things of 
the Christmas season is the 
fellowship that comes from 
visits of neighbours, friends 
and loved ones. We all look 
forward to the family, 
gathered in the living room, 
opening gifts and then around 
the dinner table laden with the 
blessings of God.
How beautifully symbolic of 
what Christmas should 
commemorate! God 
demonstrated his His love to 
His wayward family on earth 
by the incarnation and giving 
of His son. His purpose? To 
draw us back into the 
fellowship of liis own perfect 
family.
tig
celebration of Christmas is 
evidence that the light tliat 
shone in the life of Jesus has 
continued to shine in the 
darkness of the world these 
many years. 'I'he message of 
Cliristmas is the good news of 
God’s amazing gift of love.
May the lights of Christmas 
1975 remind you of the light 
that came into the world on 
that first Christmas, and may 
your celebrations reflect the 
joy, the warmth, the wonder 
and the love of hearts made 
aglow with his spirit.
REV. WILL DOBSON 
Brentwood College 
Memorial Chapel
My dear wish for the people 
of Central Saanich for the 
Christmas season is that they 
will benefit from seeing the 
holiday as a time during which 
we observe the anniversary of 
God’s revelation of himself in 
human form.
Christ came to bring man 
closer to God. Christians in 
their wisdom have chosen the 
time of the lengthening of the 
days of the year to celebrate 
the birth of the Christ child.
Thus the message of 
Christmas is one of light as 
the pagans looked forward 
at this time to longer days so 
Christians embrace Christ’s 
message that human 
enlightenment will be ex­
perienced by all who worship 
him as the son of God.
May 1976 be a year of new 






May this Christmas season 
be one of revitalized 
relationships and a time of 
renewal of traditional 
Christmas spirit.
One of the most neglected 
areas of our social system has 
been the family. This year, 
let’s have a traditional 
Christmas at home. Most of 
the tradition of Christmas 
today originated with the 
family so let’s return to the 
old-fashioned way of 
Christmas.
I’d like to make four 
suggestions as to how this may 
be done: 1. Have a time of 
fellowship with your neigh­
bours, not just your friends at 
Christmastime, 2. Take 
someone who is un
REV. CHARLES 
BARKER 
Assembly of God 
Church
"To our friends of the Saanich 
Peninsula we extend our 
yuletide gr-eetings. Our prayer 
is that you and your home will 
be blessed by' the presence of 
the saviour who came to bring 
peace to mankind.
Our hope is that 1976 will be 
a year of blessing and 
prosperity for all of you.
1
REV. MELVIN ADAMS 
Shady Creek and 
Brentwood United 
Church
Greetings! Once again we 
prepare to celebrate the 
joyous occasion of the birth of 
Jesus. How fitting it is that we 
should use lights in our 
remembrance of his coming 
into a world of darkness. Our Continued on Page 11
WADDLING
TOM GUTHRIE JOINS 
VICTORIA DODGE CHRYSLER LTD.
SELF SERVE ESSO
SPECIAL WITH GAS PURCHASE
ANTI FREEZE'’6'?..
, ,'v.:?Va ; ^ 1
l '4 ■ ■, ’>■
■ \ h si''
Sun
CASH AND CARRY
WHILE STOCKS LAST . ,,,x.
....••"'■I' .. '
Ipi/Ni >.
-um I. ..•‘V' MW
m
7:30 A.M. to 11:00 P.M
7 DAYS A WEEK
73 9
Tom Has Worked In The Sidney Area Selling Cars, Now You Can Enjoy 
The Same Service With Larger Selection. We Have A Fantastic Offer
Of New 1975 Darts & Swingers At Great Savings. Can I Take You
For A Drive?
D4916
THE ONLY SELF SERVE ON THE 
PAT BAY HWY.
TOM GUTHRIE
Victoria Dodge Chrysler Limited
819 YATES ST. VICTORIA 384-8174 656-3709
DEC. 17 to 24
FHE-CI1K1STMA.S HOURS
Monday Dec. 22 !M) Wednesday Dec. 24 \)-{\ 
Tuesday Dec. 22 9-1) Saturday Dee. 27 9-(5
REV. IVAN PUTTER 
Parish of South 
Saanich Anglican 
Church
Once again, it is the time of 
expectations! There is an air 
of expectancy and excitement 
over our community. The 
shops are full of gifts, there* 
are plastic Christmas trees 
everywhere and more than 
one Santa in town. For a brief 
space of time, people will 
make an effort to be human 
toward one another. It is 
Christmas time!
Despite the com­
mercialization of the greatest 

































Whole or Jellied 
14 Fl. Ol Tin 49
Bel-air
Brussels Sprouts




Rich Cream and Eggs 




Bake or Serve Candied
California
Navel Oranges
Fancy Grade K ^ “S QQ
^ Lbs. J|Size 138’s
Prices Effective DEC. 17th tO 24th
IN YOllll FRIKNDI.Y HIDNKY SrM’FAVAY HTOUF 




Book Chat With Mary Kierans
“STOMPING TOM”, as he was called, survived many a 
Christmas during his life on Jady and Shirley Wright’s farm, 
Review photographer Jack Ralph took this photo of the pet bird 
shortly before he died last April.
“We really miss him,” Mrs. Wright told The Review, “He was 
a real pet for the children and never tried to hurt them. They
Hollywood’s Canada i
If Pierre Berton has any 
long-term goal or area of 
concern, it must be our 
national identity, more 
exactly, our myths. From The 
Smug Minority through the 
Klondike and out onto the CPR 
tracks, Berton has examined 
our social existence, and he 
continues to do so in his new, 
highly entertaining book about
Money Returned
A quantity of money which 
was found near Third Street at 
1 the beginning of the month has 
been returned to its rightful 
owner.
Claude Winspear, of Third 
St., has been given the money 
by Sidney RCMP after he was 
proven to be the owner of the 
cash, found December 1 by 
Harry Rafuse.
Rafuse found the bills on the 
sidewalk while taking a 
morning walk. He turned 
I them in to the RCMP office as 
soon as he found them.
Constable Brown, of the 
RCMP, told the Review police 
were able to verify the 
ownership of the amount 
because Winspear had a 
record of having withdrawn 





The last meeting for 1975 
was held in Brentwood United 
Church Hall on Tuesday, 
December 9th, at 10 a.m. A 
happy group listened to the 
President, Mrs. Rose Ruse 
and the executive discuss the 
successful bazaar which was 
held at the hospital on the 29th 
of November, $1,546.00 was 
raised.
The beautifully dressed doll 
was won by Jackie Jordan, 
Heather St. Sidney B.C., and 
the second prize of an electric 
i clock was won by Rosanne 
Pierre, Cook St., Victoria, 
B.C.; proceeds of the bazaar 
will be directed to patient care 
and comfort.
1 lu i u 1. u 1,1 I The next meeting will be 
could go right up to him and pet him. Not only that but he would January 13, 1976 when
follow you around the farm, which rthink is sbrnething unusual ^^e Nominating Chairman,
for a turkey.” ^ i ^ .u Mrs. Nell Horth will announceUntil he was injured this Spring‘Stomping Tom lived at the I
Lament road farm for more than three years.
the depiction of Canada in 
Hollywood films.
Hollywood actually made 
575 films about this country, 
and Berton makes it perfectly 
clear that the image projected 
wasn’t of Canada at all. 
Mostly it was a carbon copy of 
treatment in American films: 
the Metis were like the 
Mexicans; the Indians were 
all Apaches; towns and 
saloons and cattle rustlers 
when none existed; the 
R.C.M.P. were stereotyped in 
dress. Boy Scout philosophy, 
and their ranks used 
American terminology; 
French Canadians were jolly 
sidekicks or leering villans;
all in all, a thousand distorted 
impressions adding up to a 
national image.
Except that it wasn’t only an 
image — it was a self-image. 
Not only did foreigners think 
the R.C.M.P. used only birch- 
bark canoes, but even 
Canadians did — and still do. 
And Hollywood, while re­
arranging any historical event 
to reassemble a B western, 
labelled it all as authentic.
The book is scholarly, full of 
photos, has a list of the films 
Berton found, and even 
contains a full documented 
section on how the American 
studios were instrumental in 
preventing the establishment
of a native Canadian industry 
in the 40’s. So it’s timely now, 
as we try to establish a film 
industry today.
One of the most intriguing 
parts of HOLLYWOOD’S 
CANADA is the section on the 
misrepresentation of the 
Canadian Indian tribes. And 
Berton points out that Grey 
Owl himself succeeded in his 
disguise even though he 
hardly resembled an Indian, 
because he looked like a 
Hollywood Indian, which is all 
the public knew.
HOLLYWOOD’S CANADA 
is now available from the 
Sidney-North Saanich Branch 
of the Regional Library.
SINCERE GOOD WISHES 




JIM SLOAN JOHN SALVADOR JIM JONES
nominations for the 1976 
executive.
©Real Estate ©insurance ®Notary Public
CAPITAL REGION AGENCIES LTD.
24S1 Boacon Ave. 656-3951
TO MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS WISH COMEJRUE 
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QUASAR 19” COLOUR PORTABLE T. V.
100% solid state with automatic colour 




LUXURIOUS WALNUT CEDAR CHEST
with sure seal top and lock. Also
window seat style c-s r AOO 
in oak. from ^133
'.i i
k
VV; ..11 l ji;
ERIC & IAN









ADMIRAL MODULAR COMPONENT SET
with 8 track, AM • FM stereo, turntable.







9842 ■ 3rd ST. SIDNEY 656-3724
LinON-MOFFAT MICRO-WAVE MAGIC OVENS
with the revolutionary new 
vari-cook. $1 lOO
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OUTSTANDING GIFT SELECTION Sidney, b.c.
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Try A New Weila Colour
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
and the




SEE THE EXPERTS AT THE
the Staff 
of
OPEN :30 - 6 MONDAY - FRIDAY
Finis ^itten '^eauk S‘^l<rn
ELECTROLOX LiMITED-LIMITf.E
8:30 - 5 SATURDAY & SUNDAY 656-2233
Sales and Service 









SUPER SALE DEC. 17-18-19-20 ONLY LADIES TENDER TOOTSIES MENS DRESS SLACKS



















entire stock size 5 - 10 
in fall styles,
black, blue, brown, red.
in checks, plaids, and solid colors.
size 28 - 40 
to *25“ values 4
SALE





LIHLE BOY’S BIG HAUL TURTLES 1
HOODED PARKAS SEMITRAILER I
1 nylon, fully pile lined 18” in durable 14 oz. ■ great for Xmas \
1 size 3 ' 6x poly-detachable trailer \
$697 $288 $269 i
1.9 OZ.
Reg. *6“
LETS MAKE A DEAL
the popular T.V. game
24 PIECE GLASS SET
8 - 10 oz. hiball
8 - 9 oz. old fashioned all boxed
S!
8 - 6 OZ. juice.
SALE
The Shoppers Drug Mart ROBINSON STORE
CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE
Let Us Show You 
How Our
KEY ACCOUNT
Opens The Door 
To Saving
Our Merchant Prince 
suggests you enter his 
shop for exceiient 
Xmas Gift ideas.
WONDEttfUllY G00PC:>>::7^| CLOSING OUT
For example:
OWIGS - including the Curly Look 
& the China Doll
• COSTUME JEWELERY - fashionable 
Chokers, Earrings, Rings & Pendants
• INCENSE, BURNERS, & ESSENCE 
OILS • beautifully fragrant.
FRESHLY BAKED
^Christmas Cakes 







INDIA BRASS - Gleaming & Hand 
Canted
BAR ACCESSORIES • Everything from 
Swizzle Sticks to Ice Buckets
( LOSE!) MONDAYS
# UNIQUE AND UNUSUAL GIFTS • try 
Sand Art Planters, Cactus-in-a-Cube, 
Gag & Joke Novelties, Unusual
' CANADIAN IMPERIAL
bank of commerce
2339 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY
























A 7 OZ. STEAK 
BAKED POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALAD 















IN THE DEACON PLAZA wvnEn
Closed Sun. & Mon.
BEACON PLAZA 656-144.,
NEW STORE nouns.
MON. —TIIURS. Il!:i9 • ICOO 
ERL Hi sat. lliSO ■ 10:00 
SUNDAY 4 ::t0 - 0:00
APPLIANCE
2321 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-4822 | BEACON PLAZA MALL 656-2100
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To All Our Friends On The Saanich Peninsula
BLANEY AGENCIES. LTD,
Port Agents - Terminal Operators
Growing With Sidney Since 1952
TN-29-75




Effective Friday, December 19 to Wednes­
day, December 24 and Friday, December 
26 to Wednesday, December 31 inclusive, 
hourly sailings will be in effect between Van­
couver (Tsawwassen) and Victoria (Swartz 
, Bay), leaving both terminals 7:00 am to 
10:00 pm.
o VANCOUVER-NAN AIMO
Effective Friday, December 19 to Wednes­
day, December 24 and Friday, December 
26 to Wednesday, December 31 inclusive, 
the following schedule will be in effect with 





6:15 am 3:15 pm 6:15 am 3:15 pm
7:15 4:15 7:15 4:15
8:30 5:30 8:30 5:30
9:30 6:30 9:30 6:30
10:45 7:45 10:45 7:45
11:45 8:45 11:45 8:45
1:00 pm 10:00 1:00 pm 10:00
2:00 11:00 2:00 11:00
To permitasmany of our crews and terminal 
personnel as possible to be with their fami­
lies on Christmas Day, our patrons are ad­
vised there will be reduced service. On 
Christmas Day, December 25, 1975, the 















Lv Vancouver Lv Nanaimo
(Horseshoe Bay) (Departure Bay)
6:15 am 3:15 pm 6:15 am 3:15 pm
8:30 5:30 8:30 5:30
10:45 7:45 10:45 7:45
1:00 pm 10:00 1:00 pm 10:00
SAIL BY BUS
During the holiday season Vancouvor-Victoria 
sorvlco will opornto every hour on tho hour from 
6 am to 9 pm, from both terminals. Between 
Vancouver and Nanaimo, buses will sail on every 
British Columbia Forry.
NEW YEAR’S DAY, January 1,1976 
regular schedules will resume.
Vancouver 669-1211 Victoria 386-3^131 
Nanaimo 753-1261
Seen from the water, 
PelicanNarrows was a pretty 
place. To our right the 
“French Company”
Revillion Freres - trading post 
lay out on a long point; ahead 
of us was a bay containing a 
few Indian cabins and the 
little whitewashed log church.
This was the Anglican section 
of the band. To the left of the 
bay a rocky ridge, tree- 
crowned, hid from view the 
Roman Catholic section, with 
its church and village and the 
Hudson’s Bay Company post 
and a police post then oc­
cupied by Corporal Marcel 
Chappuis, until recently 
resident here at Sidney, but 
now of Victoria.
Most of the natives lived at 
Pelican Narrows only for a 
few months in the summer, 
and then scattered to the 
fishing and trapping grounds 
for the rest of the year. 
Consequently we maintained 
no resident missionary there, 
but my husband and I were to 
spend from late May to early 
October there, trying to hold 
school in the church as well as 
to do the work of a parish 
clergyman and his wife.
There was no mission house, 
but the Chief had arranged 
that we should have the use of 
a log house built for a widow of 
the band, who was happy to 
have a good excuse to spend 
the summer in her teepee. 
“Built” did I say? Well, 
almost built. There was a 
rough floor, four log walls and 
a roof, but nobody had got 
round to chinking the spaces 
between the logs, so that the 
numerous mosquitoes came 
and went at their pleasure, 
and we were often consicous of 
the bright eyes of small In­
dians peering in at the curious 
domestic habits of the white 
man.
We were honoured that 
summer by a visit from our 
bishop, Bishop George Exton 
Lloyd (who retired in 1931 to 
Esquimau, where he died in 
1940). He came attended by 
his valiant little wife, making 
a strenuous round trip of more 
than 500 miles by canoe, at­
tended by Canon Albert 
Fraser as interpreter and an 
Indian helper. They arrived at 
the end of a hot day, with 
black clouds looming on the 
horizon.
Since our mansion consisted 
of but one room, containing 
one old bedstead, two plain 
kitchen chairs (one backless), 
one table and one cookstove, 
and no plumbing, not even an 
outhouse, we were a little at a 
loss how to entertain his 
Lordship. But the good bishop 
pooh-poohed it and announced 
that he had brought his own 
tent and would pitch it in the 
garden, and he and his wife 
would sleep there, while the 
Canon had his own small tent 
and the Indian would go to 
relatives in the village.
STORM BREAKS 
About two in the morning 
the storm broke, and we 
awoke to thunder, lightning 
and pelting rain. My husband 
nudged me. “We must get up 
and let the bishop and Mrs. 
IJoyd in - they’ll be drowned 
out there!”
I’m afraid 1 was not too 
sympathetic. “The silly old 
fool!” I said crossly. “Wc 
asked him lo sleep indoors, 
and he wouldn't! Let him slay 
out there, if that’s what he 
wants!” Wo heard nothing 
from the campers, and 
presently the storm passed 
and we went back lo sleep.
1 Next mornng the bishop, tho 
canon and Ray went to con 
duct service in the church 
wliilc Mrs, Lloyd elected lo 
stay with me for a friendly 
chat, in the course of whicli 
slio said casually, “You know
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with these walls all open like 
this we could hear every word 
you said last night!” You can 
imagine how small I felt. I 
should add that when I came 
to know the bishop better I 
came to respect him enor­
mously, and indeed he did 
heroically in the settling of the 
Prairies. The town of 
Lloydminister is named in his 
honour.
At the end of September it 
was time for us to move to our 
first real parish (as opposed to 
a mere 4 months’ mission).
We returned by canoe to 
Cumberland House, and 
thence by steamboat to The 
Pas. There we had to stock up 
on groceries to last us until 
the following summer, pick up 
the baggage we had stored 
there when we went to 
Pelican, and board another 
work-boat belonging to the 
lumber company, by which we 
were to be taken down the 
Saskatchewan River towards 
Lake Winnipeg.
The river expanded some 70 
miles downstream from The 
Pas, into a large lake called 
Cedar Lake, and the boat was 
to take us to the far side of that 
water and drop us at a spot 
called “The Narrows”, one of 
the channels by which the lake 
drains back into the river. 
From there on the river was 
too full of rapids for the large 
boat, so it was arranged that 
two canoes ' of our 
parishioners-to-be would meet 
us at these Narrows to carry 
us the rest of the way. Gur 
estimate of what suppUesf-we 
should need for the next six 
months was decidedly far 
from reality, we learned later.
The matches we bought that 
day lasted us for six 
moreyears; while the flour, 
sugar, tea, and other im­
portant items ran out all too 
soon.
When we reached the
Narrows, snow was falling, 
and there was nobody there to 
meet us. The crew of the boat 
dropped us off, as per in­
structions, and helped us to set 
up our tent on the rocky beach. 
They could not hang around, 
because they had to get back 
across the lake before it froze 
over, and it was plain that 
they were reluctant to leave us 
there, two babes in the snowy 
woods — especially after they 
learned that in our innocence 
we had even come away 
without an axo!
But neither they nor we 
seemed to have any choice. 
They cliopped us a pile of wood 
for our little portable heater, 
wished us good night, and 
pulled away in the very early 
morning, leaving us feeling 
forlorn indeed. Most of the 
following day we spent in 
keeping the stove going and in 
shouting, in the hope that 
someone was somewhere 
within earsliot,
TWO SHO TS
It was getting colder, the 
snow was thickening, and we 
were marooned in a place wc 
had never seen or heard of, 
wailing the arrival of some 
people wehad never met. At
dusk we heard two shots. We 
shouted with all our might, 
and were answered with 
another shot, and after what 
seemed a very long time two 
canoes came in sight. They 
were our men. They had been 
waiting beside a different 
channel, a mile away, won­
dering where we had got to. 
They had seen the boat that 
brought us, but thought 
nothing of it because they had 
been told to expect us by 
another boat, which had been 
beached for repairs.
We resigned ourselves to 
spending a second night iii the 
tent, now we knew that friends 
were at hand, and, climbing 
into our bed-rolls with all our 
clothes on, got what sleep we 
could. Cedar Lake was never 
kind to me. Three years later 
we were storm-bound on 
another rocky promontary, 
which was fairly alive with 
frogs. One could hardly sit 
down without sitting on half a 
dozen! But we boiled the camp 
kettle and found strong coffee 
a comforting thinguntil we 
reached the bottom of the 
kettle, and found a well-boiled 
frog among the coffee 
grounds.
Our first mission house was 
in this new parish of ours - 
Grand Rapids, where the 
Saskatchewan River used to 
tumble down into Lake 
Winnipeg before the big hydro 
project of fifteen years ago. It 
too was • a log house, and 
chinked between the logs. It 
lacked one detail — a roof. 
Lumber for the roof had been 
ordered from Winnipeg, but 
the lake steamer had not 
brought it.
Our good Indian friends did 
what they could. They cut 
poles to make a roof, and then 
went into the muskeg (which 
is moss, anything from 6 in­
ches to several feet deep) and 
brought out grat slabs of this 
moss to lay on the poles. It was
excellent insulation against 
the cold, but nobody had 
noticed the enormous variety 
of creepy things tliat made 
their home in tlie moss.
HUGS AND HATS ^
We had a lively house, for as « 
soon as it got a bit warm bugs ^ 
and worms of every kind < 
began lo stir and came ■ 
dropping down on our heads , 
from aloft. Bats, too, found 
this moss a desirable | 
residence, stocked with all 
sorts of insect goodies, and 
when we lit our lamp in the 
evening would come swooping 
about our heads, and we would 
have to run outside with the 
lamp, and then get quickly 
back in and shut the door on 
the bats before they realised 
they were being tricked.
Since some of the mission 
houses were in out of the way 
places, like Grand Rapids, it 
had recently been decreed 
that they should be furnished: 
the missionary family would 
not have to carry their fur­
niture about in canoes. A 
thrifty church worker in 
Winnipeg had been given $150 
with which to furnish our 
house.
It was not enough, of course, 
but she did wonders with it, 
and we had a bed, a cast-iron 
box stove, a kitchen range, 
dining table and four plain 
chairs of some reddish wood,
“a “Toronto couch,” which is 
an uncomfortable couch by 
day and a very skimpily 
mattressed bed (for visiting 
bishops, perhaps?) by night. 
There was also a tin kettle, a 
tea-pot, a frying pan and a 
couple of other pans; and 
congoleum for two floors.
We occupied this house for 
two years, after which we 
v/ere transferred to the other 
side of the river, to teach the 
school run by the Department 
of Indian Affairs, instead of 
the Provincial school for Metis 
that Ray had been teaching. 
The Department provided a 
house for its teacher — a 
cottage of four small rooms 
(our bedroom was a perfect 
cube, eight foot long, eight 
wide and eight high). This had 
the identical kind of furniture, 
piece for piece, provided. But 
oh, what a dreary-looking 
place it was! All the walls and 
the ceiling were of match­
boarding, stained dark brown, 
and the floors painted with 
“battleship grey” enamel. 
This was the house I described 






Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday
A La Carte Menu




SMORGASBOARD WED. NIGHT ONLY 
THURSDAY EVENING SEAFOOD &A LA CARTE
MENU
% OPEN TUES.TO SUNDAY FROM 12 NOON
§ HOOK EARLY FOB THE HOLIDAYS
I 656-3541
1 RESERVATIONS PLEASE ^









Your Complete Home Entertainment Centre
2521 BEACON AVE. 656-3012
.€ssoj (HGMESieoMiliRl








4 times a year.
BRENTWOOD BARGAIN 
BARN
Check our prices 
before you buy or sell anything
— USED FURNITURE — T.V.'S APPLIANCES. 
TOOLS — WHAT HAVE YOU.
FOR PROMPT FREE ESTIMATES PHONE (5.')2-t7U
FOR ECONOAAY AAINDED 
PENINSULA CITIZENS






.equipped kitchens, cable 
. liTV, phone,, free parking 
' ,,/4iad view halcunics, All this 
) ' ^ifu'' IIK-liO single and $1.00 
per additional guest with 
.coinpliinentary coffee and 
ten service for your added 
leiiJoymenL On yotir next 
•visit to Vancouver stay 
^downtown at tlie Mayfair 














For iu.sl $3 you can order a year's subscrip- 
four issues - lo Beautiful British Columbia
an-
mag.tzino aiul a colourful 1976 calendar-diary.
Be sure and order right away so wo can t 
nounco your gift in lime for Chirstmas,
Tlhs bonus subscription offer applies only to 
■...... . ' subscriptions commencing witlinow or ronowal 
this Winler's issue,
Order as many Bubscriplions as you like. It's 
a great way to say Morry Christmas to yourself and 
ovoryono on your gilt
....... .
rilK IIKVIKAV 






Dopnrtmont of Transport and Communclations
J^of rtatrvatiorui, writ* ta
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
•41 Hornby It.. Vaneouvir 1. i.C. or Phono oroo 4l4.4ll.4Yll.
Give HUGH HOLLINGWORTH 
a call at 385-5777 Home 656-3151 
or better still drop in to
CORNELL CHEV. OLDS.
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MON. DEC. 22 7:30 A.M.-10 P.M. 
TUES. DEC. 23 7:30 A.M.-10 P.M. 
WED. DEC. 24 7:30 A.M. - 8 P.M.
CHRISTMAS DAY - CLOSED
FRI. DEC. 26 10:00 A.M.-8 P.M. 
SAT. DEC. 27 7:30 A.M. ■ 10 P.M 
SUN. DEC. 28 10:00 A.M. - 8 P.M 
MON. DEC. 29 7:30 A.M. -10 P.M 
TUES. DEC. 30 7:30 P.M. -10 P.M 
WED. DEC. 31 7:30 A.M. ■ 8 P.M
NEW YEARS DAY 
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A Glance Through 60 Years Of Christmas In The Review
Christmas Five years ago in 
the Review----
The Victoria Jay Gee’s 
Santa Ship made its eighth 
trip to take presents to 
children in nine tiny com­
munities in the San Juan and 
Gulf Islands.
During two grueling 16-hour 
days and a hectic layover at 
Friday Harbour, the Jay Gee’s 
gave away thousands of gifts.
North Saanich council 
forwarded the Department of 
Transport engineers a 
suggestion that the Victoria
International Airport property 
could be turned into a giant 
septic tank field. Mayor J.B. 
Gumming stated the idea had 
some merit, but is “a most 
expensive means of sewage 
disposal.”
Also in North Saanich, 
council rejected a plea for 
municipal support of the 
proposed Centennial pool in 
Sidney.
North Saanich Centennial 
funds should be spent for 
North Saanich, decided 
council.
Runway construction was 
nearing completion about this 
time at Victoria International 
Airport in 1970 with a 1,000 foot 
runway extension under 
construction costing about 
half a million dollars.
Nortli Saanich Mayor J.B. 
Gumming quoted Robert 
Burns in his Christmas 
message:
“Then let us pray as, come 
it may and come it will 
for a that
When man to man the 
world O’er shall 
Brothers be for a’ that.”
Peace on Earth
It is with a deep 
feeling of gratitude
THE MANAGEMENT AND 
STAFF AT
RUST'S JEWELLERS
2443 Beacon Ave. 656-2532




1 ROBIN HOOD FLOUR $^49 1
20 LB. 1




2 LB. ^ ^ 1
COLA, SPRITE, 
CANADA DRY, 
GINGER ALE 26 OZ, 2/79$
SPROUTS LB.^
HUSKY KING SIZE 
DOG FOOD 4/'l 00
Christmas Ten years ago m
the Review----
Central Saanich residents 
were asking council for a clear 
cut definition of a marina.
The definition of a marina 
proved a stumbling block 
when council conducted a 
public hearing on two 
proposed ammendments to 
the zoning bylaw.
A proposal to allow beauty 
contests to be held in Saanich 
junior and senior secondary 
schools was approved by 
Trustee Alex Porteous in 
preparation for the 
celebration of Saanich’s 60th 
birthday in 1966.
Mrs. Margaret Salt was 
expecting about 500 Christmas 
cards to arrive at her home at 
6469 Welch Road, Saanichton 
this year from her many 
penpals all over the world.
Mrs. Salt, a retired 
secretary, said she writes 
several letters every day of 
the year.
Teachers in Saanich agreed 
to a 5.7 per cent increase after 
more than two months of 
amiable negotiations.
The 148 teachers in the 
school district had originally 
asked for a 9 per cent in 
crease.
Old age pensioners from 
Sidney, North Saanich and 
Brentwood enjoyed a lively 
Christmas party at Sanscha 
Hall.
Approximately 170 pen­
sioners ate, chatted, laughed 
and sang their way through 
the afternoon, proving once 
again that youthfulness is not 
necessarily measured in 
years.
Christmas Fifteen years ago 
in the Review
Patricia Bay Airport was 
looking forward to major 
changes in passenger 
operations.
A Douglas DC 3 was 
replaced by Vickers Viscounts 
and there were to be fewer 
daily flights out of Pat Bay.
Also at the airport, plans 
were made to destroy an old 
landmark which recalled 
critical days of the Second 
World War.
Federal government had 
invited tenders for the 
demolition of the large con­
crete magazine which was 
constructed on the southern 
part of the airport in 1941.
Sanscha Community Hall 
was short of $50 because of a 
cost increase in inlaying a 
badminton court.
Residents were looking
forward to the beginning of 
1961 which promised to be a 
happy new year for Rest 
Haven Hospital.
The early spring of the 
newyear was expected to see 
the completion of the five-year 
plan undertaken at the Sidney 
hospital, where all rooms had 
been renovated and rebuilt.
The afternoon Branch of St. 
Andrew’s and Holy Trinity 
W.A. made an appeal for new 
and remade clothing for 
refugees, which would be sent 
to Hong Kong.
A damp, chilly day greeted 
the Brentwood Community 
Club when the Christmas 
parade was staged through 
the streets of the community.
A number of decorated 
floats and two bands were on 
hand to celebrate Brentwood’s 
second Christmas parade.
The south Saanich Farmer’s 
Institute met to discuss the 
importance of farmers’ in­
terest groups and the forming 
of co-ops in British Columbia. 
Christmas Twenty years ago 
in the Review —
The entire district was 
digging itseK out of one of the 
heaviest December snowfalls 
on record. Nine inches of snow 
covered the area and drifts 
several feet deep proved 
hazardous to many motorists 
who attempted to brave the 
winter roads.
Last minute preparations 
for the accomodation of 
passengers at Patricia Bay 
Airport were under way by 
Pacific Western Airlines as 
the southermost hanger on the 
east camp was converted to a 
passenger teminal.
The company finalized its 
plans for a Patricia Bay- 
Vancouver service via 
Nanaimo.
The possibility of in­
corporating a section of North 
Saanich into Central Saanich 
was emphatically rejected by 
North Saanich residents 
questioned over the proposal.
The general consenses was 
that Central Saanch municipal 
affairs are conducted on too 
controversial a basis to at­
tract outsiders into the 
municipal area.
The B.C. Power Com­
mission planned to begin its 
1 electrification of the Gulf 
Islands early in 1956 to bring 
the first central station ser­
vice to Mayne and North 
Pender Islands, and improved 
facilities to the south end of 
Galiano Island.
Altogether, 37 miles of 
distribution lines were to be 
constructed on the three 
islands.
Christmas Twenty five years 
ago in the Review....
The North and South 
Saanich Agricultural Society 
was investigating the 
possibility of operating the 
Saanich fall fair over a period 
of two or three days, after 
nearly 100 years of operating 
it as a one-day affair.
Mr. N. Gurton of McTavish 
Road celebrated his 80th 
birthday shortly before 
Christmas,
past 36 years, Mr. Gurton 
celebrated his birthday at his 
home with his daughter, 
Alma, and many neighbors 
and members of his family. 
Christmas Thirty five years
ago in the Review----
A large and enthusiastic 
crowd of people gathered to 
make the North Saanich 
Service Club Christmas 500 
party and dance the most 
successful ever held.
To bring the very happy 
party, to a close, the club 
wished all present a very 
merry Christmas and 
everyone joined in for the 
rousing cheer, “There’ll 
Always Be An England.” 
Christmas Forty years ago in
the Review__
“Prevailing Conditions in 
England” proved an in­
teresting lecture when Dr. 
Wm. Newton, of the Plant 
pathology Laboratory in 
Saanichton addressed an 
audience in Saint Augustine’s 
Hall, beep Cove.
Nos. 14 and 15 Platoons of 
“D” Company, Company, 2nd 
Battalion, Canadian Scottish 
Regiment, held their annual 
inter-platoon turkey shoot in 
the indoor range at the Ar­
mory.
C.W. Stirling, originator of 
the famous Stirling pea, was 
honoured when he was made a 
life member of the North and 
South Saanich Agricultural 
Society. His pea was winner of 
the reserve championship at 
the then recent Chicago Grain 
Fair.
Christmas Forty Five years
ago in the Review__
Miss Audrey Mills and the 
Galiano school children en­
tertained at a delightful 
concert and dance in the 
Galiano Hall. The hall was 
gaily decorated with festoons, 
wreaths, streamers and other 
Christmas motifs. After the 
concert a dainty supper was 
served.
Local pupils of the Columbia 
School of Music were 
presented with awards for the 
year’s work by His Worship 
Mayor Anscomb.
Christmas Fifty years ago in 
the Review....
A great display of talent was 
exhibited at the Auditorium 
Theatre when Brownies and 
Wolf Cubs each put on an 
excellent little play. The 
proceeds of almost $50 went 
toward the purchasing of 
uniforms, etc.
The trustees of the War 
Memorial Park expressed 
their warm thanks for the kind 
interest shown by the 
“Eternal Two,” two well-
known artists, for putting on a 
dance for the park benefit. 
The dance resulted in an $18.30 
profit.
Christmas Fifty five years ago
in the Review__
Mr. Hemstock, who had 
recently purchased the 
Herber property, planned to 
make a speciality of raising 
pure-bred sheep. Mr. Hem- 
stock was making extensive 
alterations to the property.
Mr. Crossley, a worker on 
the night shift at the Sidney 
Mills, noticed a large blaze in 
the direction of Roberts Bay, 
and being of the opinion that it 
was some residence in that 
portion of the town, he aroused 
a portion of the local fire 
brigade. Investigation proved 
the fire was on Salt Spring 
Island.
Premier Oliver announced 
that his cabinet had ap­
propriated $100,000 to be 
expended on supplies for the 
destitute of British Columbia. 
Christmas Sixty years ago in
the Review__
The No. Three Company of 
the Western Scots paid a visit 
to Sidney. Although drenched 
by rain, they marched up 
Beacon Avenue to the stirring 
strains of “It’s a Long Way To 
Tipperary.”
For the first time in a 
number of years eggs had 
taken a prominant place in 
Canada’s export trade. It was 
largely due to the un­
precedented demand for eggs 
on the part of the British 
market. And the fact that the 
British dealers have shown a 
marked preference for
Canadian eggs over United 
States eggs and a willingness
to pay a distinctly higher price 
for them.






Lost And Found 
Anyone who has lost a 
bicycle in this area over the 
past few months or weeks is 
asked to check with the local 
RCMP on Fourth Street.
They have a basement room 
full of found, unclaimed bikes 
which will be returned to their 
finders if they are not claimed
"a gift with a lasting impression"
See our stock of 
Framed Mirrors at 20% OFF!
or Custom Sizes - cut to 
meet your requirements
We’ve extended our hours to serve you.
OPEN SATURDAY DEC. 20 
9:30 • 5
Sidney GLASS
9812 Fourth St Sidney 656-1313
m
FARMERS MARKET
.835 JOHN ROAD farm fresh poultry
OFF MCDONALD PARK ROAD PRODUCTS, MILK, PRODUCE
AND BREAD DAILY.
New Years Bali
At Moose Hall 
EastSaanich Road 
Supper, Dance And 
Bar P^acili ties 
Live Music, Noisemakers 
Etc,




Come In And See Our Display Of Coloured Baby 
Chicks Under The Tree ■ Arriving Wednesday 
Dec. 17th. Candies For The Children Free Coffee
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL DEC.18th THRU DEC. 24th
6 -16 LBS. 
ONLY 99*LB.
FRESH
GRADE "A" TURKEYS 
SLICED BACON 'Flb.
CHEESE 10%,,,.r
GRADE "A” LARGE EGGS S''dT,.‘2«


















UTILITY GRADE CORNISH HENS ACIl
32 O’/.
TETLEY TEA 111 BAG
Last Minute Gift Suggestions
Good Supply of Children’s Books 




GRADE "A" ROASTERS 
TURKEY SAUSAGE 
















All Kinds & Varieties of 
PARTY SNACKS
’TROM CORDWOOD TO CAMPUS" • Ursula Jupp 
"CANADIAN ESTABLISHMENT" By Newman 
"B.C. LOGGING HISTORY" By Ed Gould 
"B.C. FISHING HISTORY" By Forester 
"SCRAP ARROW" By Robinson 
"RAILROADS OF CANADA" By Leggit 
"UNKNOWN ISLAND" By Ian Smith
McTAVISHRD. STORE
Corner of McTavish Road & E. Saanich Rds.
656-6011
Photo Albums Navigational Charts 
























Fresh Hmolu'd salmon cliunka smoked black alnskn cod 
whiling fillets 
solo fillets 
rock cod fillel.s 
oyslon? 
liorring









2410 Beacon 656-2931 i open
NO LIMITS ON PURCHASES WHILE QUANTITIES UST
7 DAYS A WEEK 10 A.M. • 6 P.M. FRIDAY TILL 9 P.M.
PHONE 656-6116
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Former Victoria garbage collector Harry 
Haigh, who now dwells at 9889 7th street in 
Sidney had some harsh things to say . about* 
price bidding over Sidney’s garbage contract.
“It’s just ridiculous,” he told The Review. 
“It shouldn’t cost the Town a quarter of a
million dollars__ that’s just too much
money, even if it is spread over five years.”
Saanichton
The South Saanich Women’s 
Institute held their Christmas 
Turkey Card party at the 
Central Saanich Lion’s Hall, 
East Saanich Road on Friday 
evening December 12, with a 
good crowd attending in spite 
of the wintery weather. 
Winners at cards were: Mrs. 
E. Hemsworth, 1st turkey; 
Mrs. L. Farrel, 2nd turkey; 
Mrs. Fred Hamilton 3rd - Box 
Mandarin oranges; Con­
solation - Mrs. O.H. Hykawy - 
“After Eight” mints. Similar 
prizes for the gents were won 
by Jack Crossley, E. Crossley, 
Emil Sarup, and Keith Haw. 
The Chicken Dinner raffle was 
won by G. Logan; Turkey - by 
P.B. Hoole; Ham - Mrs. E. 
Hamsworth; $10.00 scrip from 
H.B.C. - Mrs. Oliver; $10.00 
scrip from Butler Bros - John 
Morrow; Table Cloth from 
Eatons - Mrs. W. Patterson, 
$5.00 scrip from Woodwards - 
Pat Russell and Mixing Bowl 
set from Sears - 0. Verwood.
Cash Registers Ringing Louder Than Ever
Thomas A. Lebbetter
B. Sc. M.D. F.R.C.S. (C)
WISHES TO ANNOUNCE THE 
OPENING OF HIS NEW OFFICE











22:54 Malaview Avenue Sidney, B.C.
wishing friends extra 
yardage on holiday joy. Special thanks.
LOUISE - nih.EN & MILDRED
GEORGERES FABRICS










The Christmas season has 
set the tills ringing throughout 
the peninsula, with most local 
merchants reporting business 
this holiday season better than 
last in everything.from ap­
pliances to Hawaiian travel.
Aladdin Travel in Sidney, 
have been booking holiday 
travel to the South Pacific and 
Hawaii for months. Jan Strong 
said the travel business was 
“unbelievable”.
Mexican holidays are not as 
popular this year, she said. 
Later in the season travel is 
heavier to Mexico, but at 
Christmas people want to take 
their children where there is 
no danger of them getting 
“turista”, the stomach 
problems that often plague 
Mexican visitors, and no 
language barrier.
John Parrish, of Butler 
Brothers, said he thinks 
Christmas gift sales are a 
little better thanlastyear. The 
biggest sellers this year are 
small power and hand tools 
and small appliances.
At the Merchant Prince 
Emporiurh in Sidney’,s Beacon 
Mall, Beverley LitUey said the 
season was late starting 
because of the mail strike, but 
sales of gift items have 
“perked up” since the end of 
the strike.
The Christmas season starts 
in October at fabric and hobby 
stores, and a representative of 
Georgette’s Fabrics in Sidney,
Christmas Greetings 
From Peninsula Churches






Mgr. Don Siillicrlancl 
Indian Sweaters A Specialty
HOME OF THE WORLD FAMOUS COWICHAN
Indian Sweaters
Guaronlood Bosl Qualily & Lowest Pricos in B.C,




ARGE.ST SFI ECTION 
OF INDIAN ART 
& I IANDCRAFT 
Como In, Browao, and 
Sign tho Quost Book 
,1233 Govornmont St. 
306-9033
Itailini) f:o
Wo Accept Amoricnn Exproaa, llnnk 
of AmorIcn and Chnroox enrdn.
o|)po!iiio I’or.l Ollico 
f'loxl lo I’oDdIo Dot) Cato
responds to a deep-seated 
urge or feeling to give at this 
time of year.
For many of us this will 
indeed be a happy and won­
derful time. We shall watch 
our childrens’ faces as they 
open their gifts, the looks of 
wonder and the squeals of 
delight will long remain in our 
memories after the 
decorations are packed away 
for another year. But there 
are many to whom Christmas 
has become a faded memory 
of long ago, for there is now 
no-one with whom to share. 
'I'here will be mothers with 
agony in their hearts as they 
look upon the disappointed 
faces of their children because 
in a time of plenty for some, 
there is precious little for 
others. There will be those
who wish they did not have to 
wake up on Christmas mor­
ning. In a time of abundance 
and peace and goodwill to all, 
how can this be?
The spirit of Christmas to 
care and to share must not be 
packed away with decorations 
or discarded with all the tinsel 
and wrapping. It is an attitude 
that we need to carry with us 
throughout theyear. To be 
continually aware of tho needs 
of others and helping in 
whatever way we can, so that 
next Christmas there will be a 
few less in need. God gave of 
himself in Jesus Christ to 
meet your needs and mine. In 
thankfulness to Him, let us 
continue to give of ourselves 
and to share what we have not 
only at Christmas, but in the 
New Year to come.
The Mift that 
lasts all year!
For hnthing, shnmpoolnfj, 
dishos, liiiindry, hnby enro . 
( hoy'll lovu tho luxury of 
clo.'in, flllcrnd soft wntor. 
Thoro's still time to hnvo 
it Instrillccl boforo Chrlstm!! Call lo-day & ask for 
details about 
Ciilligan Soft Water 
.Service for Christ­
mas
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said they began selling wool 
and fabrics for Christmas 
gifts early, and this has been 
“the best year so far”.
The Holly Tree in Sidney 
had a later start that usual 
. this year, but they report good 
sales of Christmas and gift 
fashions.
At Island Furniture Mart, it 
has been “kind of quiet”, and 
Murray Christian blames it on 
the election. He said things 
have picked up since the end 
of the campaign. Christian 
said a number of major jur- 
niture purcliases were made 
last month to be held for 
Christmas.
Nadyne’s Fashions also 
report a slow start to holiday 
sales, but the shop is doing 
well now.
Plants and flowers are not 
selling quite as well as they 
were expected to this year at 
the Plant Gallery, but Jim 
Helps, owner of the shop, 
reports the sale of plants as 
gifts is picking up after a slow 
start.
Gifts and cards at the 
Sidney Pharmacy are selling 
“about as well as ever”, ac­
cording to owner Jim 
Brigham.
At Robinson’s, Barney 
Morton said sales are up at 
least 30 per cent. Suits and 
stereos are big sellers. Toys 
and games are as popular as 
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140 Pensioners Attend Christmas Dinner
By EDITH SMITH 
A delicious Christmas 
dinner was served to over 140 
members and special guests 
oi Sidney Branch No. 25 on 
December Itth at the Senior 
Citizens’ Centre and catered 
toby a well known restranteur 
and his pleasant and able 
staff;. The long tables were
tastefully decorated with 
evergreens, holly and hand­
made center centerpieces 
arranged on snowy white.
There were colorful con­
tainers of candy and 
chocolates, an orange and a 
piece of fruit cake at every 
plate as well as a holiday 




22 LB. UP 89 LB
HAMS , _ _ _ _ _ _ _
OUR OWN $1 69 I jack MACAULAYj-------
CURE & GRADE A-1
add to the festive touch.
The special guests seated at 
the head table were Lilian 
Browne Provincial President, 
Mayor Stan Dear and wife 
Joan, Muriel Achinclose the 
Director of the Silver Tliread 
Service in Sidney and her 
assistant Mary Lehan.
The dinner was served after 
a welcome from President 
Jack Rogers. The blessing 
was said by Rev. Archdeacon 
Horsefield. Afterward, the 
executive body was in­
troduced by the president, 
then Mayor Dear and Mrs. 
Browne. On behalf of the 
membership Edith Smith 
presented Joan Dear with a 
red corsage, and a gift to Mrs. 
Browne.
Two of the members, 
believed to be the oldest 
members in the Branch, were 
honoured, Mrs. Robina 
McKerracher whose 93rd 
birthday falls on December 
14th and Mr. Joe Molison who 
is 95 years of age, received a 
corsage and a gift of 
chocolates respectively and 
the presentations were made 
by Mrs. Browne on behalf of 
the membership.
Six generous food baskets 
donated by Mr. Amos of 
Sidney and a poinsetta were 
drawn for and the lucky 
winners were Mrs. Starkey, 
Mrs. Hodgkin, Mrs. Griffiths, 
Mrs. Clark, Mrs. Dutton, Bill 
Bosher and Mr. Noden.
The Sidney Serenaders
under the direction of Jack 
Young entertained everyone 
with an hour of song which 
was thoroughly enjoyed.
Christmas table decorations 
were made by Mrs. Braith- 
waite, holly donated by Edith 
Sumpton and Ed McFarlane,
candy containers donated by 
Mary Charlesworth, napkin 
rings by Bill Bosher, 
chocolates were donated by
the Sidney Drug and 
Prescription Company, 
poinsetta donated by 
Holloway’s Flower Shop and 
the organization, dinner 
preparation, and decoration 
done by many of the members 
of the Branch.
appn'ciahon oj oitr
picadant LuMucSS trJaiioHiliip tkwncjLout
elite
the pa.si ijrai’
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freezers will BE CLOSED DEC. 25-28th
PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS.. FRI. & SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD;
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
New Store Hours 8-5 Monday thru Sat.
N V ‘-U. . • y*
- . //l ^W V. >
Sidney Seranaders entertained a capacity 
audience at last Wednesday’s Christmas 
luncheon for Old Age Pensioners. The event
held at the Silver Thread Activity Centre on 
Resthaven Drive was also attended by Mayor 
Stan Dear and his wife Joan.
CHECH \MM\ W COMMCITY AFFAIR’ 
SAYS CENTRAL SAANICH ALDERMAN
The Mayor, Aldermen and Staff of 
The Municipality of Central Saanich
The Greater Victoria 
Council of Churches’ request 
I'or permission to distribute a 
qi^iestionaire at the Central 
Saanich Community Planning 
Forum prompted minor 
dissent at Central Saanich 
coui^cil meeting Monday.
located.
The church council is in­
terested in distributing their 
questionaire at the planning 
forum in January.
T’hfe Council of Churches, an 
inter-denomonational group, 
has compiled a questionaire 
for the purpose of determining 
the size of present and future 
congregations; also where 
new churches should bo
Aid. Don MacLaurin felt 
council should look very 
carefully at the value of mass 
distribution of this type of 
thing, adding that, “This is not 
the objective of a community 
affair.”
Aid. Dave Hill disagreed, 
saying council should be in­
terested in input from al
facets of society. He indicated 
an interest in the results of the 
questionaire.
I don’t see any harm in it,” 
said Hill, and added that it 
might be beneficial lo learn 
where future church sites 
would best be chosen.
Council decided to allow the 
Council of Churches to 
distribute their questionaires 
al the forum, with only 
Aid. Percy Lazaraz in op­
position.
“I believe in the separation 
of church and stale,” he said.
May each moment of this joyous 
holiday season add up to
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OAPO NEWS IN REVIEW
Chuck Harvey was a lead performer for the Peninsula 
Players at Saturday’s concert in Sanscha Hall.
We Buy And Sell Everything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture, 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVE. 656-3621
VICTORIA DIESEL 
SERVICE LTD.
2480 MT. ST. MICHAEL 
R.R.l, SAANICHTON, B.C.
REPAIRS TO:
-Heavy Duty Equipment 
-Pleasure Craft Power Units
|A SHOP ON WHEELS AT REASONABLE RATESj
CALL RAY HOWARD AT;
MOBILE RADIO YR9 6872 
RESIDENCE 652-5743
A very happy afternoon for 
patients, visitors and hosts 
alike when the members of 
OAPO 25 entertained 
everyone al the Mt. Newton 
Extended Care Unit on 
December 10th with a 
delightful programme and a 
delectable tea. Members of 
the Branch helped wheel in 
patients and placed them at 
the various tables which were 
decorated with centrepieces of 
holly bowls, red apples, candy 
and cookies. Mary 
Charlesworth is the Convenor 
of this Christmas event.
Ann Spicer opened the af­
ternoon’s entertainment with 
a few words of welcome, then 
introduced the pianist Jean 
Williams who accompanied 
Miss Susan Pye, Miss Leslie 
Powell and Miss Jackie 
Moffat who each sang an 
appropriate Christmas solo, 
then joined as a trio to sing a 
very pleasing Nativity 
number. These girls are 
trained under Ruth Kyle of 
Sidney and the quality of their 
numbers reflected the 
superior training of their 
voices, and the audience was 
very appreciative.
Mrs. Spicer called on Mary 
Charlesworth to say a few
words because it is througli 
her efforts that this afternoon 
was the success it was, but 
Mary also gives credit to her 
eager volunteers and the staff 
at the hospital for their part in 
it.
A tree trimming by the 
patients assisted by the 
volunteers took place with 
each patient pinning on a 
decoration until the tree was 
fully trimmed and glowing, 
and wliile ths was being done, 
carols were sung by everyone 
present.
Tea was served by the 
hosting members and the staff 
after which mini-gifts made 
by the more active patients 
were given out to the visitors. 
This is the second such suc­
cessful entertainment hosted 
by the OAPO members a I the 
Christmas season and was 




Mayor Jean Butler is en­
couraging Central Saanich 
residents to pre-pay their 
taxes. Pre-payment will result 
in a discount, she said.
ON OUR
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
We Wish To Extend To Our Friends & Clients.
FULFORD HARBOR^ tides
Thur. 18 0625 11.3 1055 9.7 1435 10.5 1.0
Fri. 19 0700 11.4 1130 9.6 1510 10.3 2315, 1.0
Sat. 20 0730 11.5 1225 9.3 1600 10.0 2350 1.2
Sun. 21 0805 11.5 1320 8.8 1645 9.5
Mon. 22 0035 1.7 0835 11.6 1420 8.1 1750 8.8
Tue. 23 0105 2.5 0900 11.7 1525 7.2 1930 8.0
Wed. 24 0145 3.6 0935 11.7 1625 6.1 2110 7.5
• Vi^; ! - .Jj 
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, . . and thanks.
FROM niE STAFF OF
SIDNEY VILLA 
COIFFEURS





Will you be employing a Babysitter?
Will you be employed as a Babysitter?, then 





We Can Be Reached At:
Special Instructions:
Completed tour of the house with Babysitter? 
Check.
BABYSITTER
Be sure you are familiar with the house in which 
you are working and have a flashlight in case of a 
power failure.
Be sure you know the quickest route out of the 
house.
Ask your employer how to control the heating 
appliance.
IF FIRE BREAKS OUT, if you see or smell smoke, 
or smell gas-
WRAP the children in blankets-do not take time to 
dress them - get them out of the house.
PHONE the fire department - after the children are 
out - from a NEIGHBOUR’S HOUSE - DO NOT 
DELAY.
STAY WITH THE CHILDREN - accidents can 
happen in your absence - NEVER leave them ex­
cept in an emergency and then ONLY when you are 
sure they will be safe. Do not go back in the house.
FIRE :J86-:J221 POLICE (ISd-:!!):!! DOCTOR
NEIGHBOUR 656- 
NOTE: Closed doors and windows will help confine 
a fire, cut down the draft and prevent the spread of 
deadly gases. This will give you more time to 
escape.
5nnla’8 coming along 
H|)ren(liiig lols of holiday , 
iTmtu'. And, Iuj’s delivtning 
special thanks In (tur nice frioiids.
SIDNEY SHELL SERVICE
I)OU(i COUCH — BEIH LODGE 
niCACON ATSI'X’ONI)
Santa's hare to help ps deliver our Merry 
Christmas wishes to nil onr patrons and friends. 
May the best of ^ the season be with you.
i
Thank you for lettinif us serve you.
IDNEY MOVERS 





GLEN CINDY TOM BEHY HERB
SPARLING Real Estate Ltd
1925 - 1975
2489 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-5511
HOLIDAY GREETINGS





You'll like the total better
IN THE ROYAL OAK SHOPPING CENTRE 4440 west saanich rd
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SUPPORTING Victoria Bates team in its trip next month to 
world men’s softball championship in New Zealand is Sictaey 
Softball Association. Team manager Jack Bell (left) receives 
cheque for $793 from Ab Travis of Sidney Association, which 
staged dance to raise money. (Photo by Bill Halkett).
If you’re a little guy and 
have to be admitted to Van- 
couver Children’s Hospital 
before Christmas it’s not such 
a lonesome event.
As you come down the street 
there’s Santa peeking over the 
roof and somehow you just 
know he has you in mind.
By the time you’ve arrived 
at your room you’ve passed 
trees and reindeer and sugar­
plum houses, while painted on 
the window right next to your 
bed there’s Mcikey Mouse 
with a Christmas wreath 
‘round his neck. Those who 
have to be on a stetcher don’t 
miss much either because the 
ceiling is covered with flut­
tering snow flakes that 
twinkle at you as you ride by.
Many good friends of the 
hospital have sent along 
special party items and toys 
and the entire staff is involved 
in the great happiness of the 
occasion.
To keep the excitement 
gradual the kitchen plans 
trays with holiday favors that 
can be worn or eaten. Since
some kids go home and others 
don’t, celebrations start at 
least a week before the great 






‘Tis the season for road­
blocks, and they’re nabbing 
impaired drivers all over the 
peninsula.
In Central Saanich, a 
roadblock Thursday didn’t 
turn up any drinking drivers 
but another in Sidney Friday 
led to two arrests. In both 
jurisdictions, a number of 




The Central Saanich Fire 
Department will need $4,500 
for he purchase of ten more 
new pagers, as they gradually 
faze out the existing siren 
alarm system.
However, Central Saanich 
council guaranteed the pur­
chase will not result in an 
increase in budgeting, but that 
the funds would be reallocated 
from within the fire budget.
Chief Bob Miles of Central 
Saanich said police would 
make no exceptions — im­
paired drivers will be 
charged.
Impaired drivers can be 
charged under two sections of 
the Motor Vehicle Act. The 
double charge, of imapired 
driving and with a blood 
alcohol reading of over .08, 
carries with it a double 
penalty, most commonly 
between $500 and $600 for first 
offense.
Second offences under 






The expired lease between 
the municipality of Central 
Saanich and the Historical 
Artifacts Society was again 
discussed at council meeting 
Monday evening.
Alderman Lamont, 
chairman of the Agricultural 
Committee, informed council 
that he had attempted to 
contact the president of the 
Artifacts Society, but had 
been unable to.
Alderman Lamont noted at 
last week’s committee 
meeting that the Fair Board is 
attempting to claim owner­
ship of the concrete block 
building located on the 
Fairgrounds, and it was 
suggested the Artifacts 
Society be advised to present a 
formal request to council to 
renew the lease.
SOCCER RESULTS
Results of matches played 
December i3th and 14th 1975 
Saanich Peninsula Soccer 
Club. Sat, December 13th 1975.
Peninsula Vikings 0 View 
Royal Kamahap 8 
Peninsula Hawks 1 Cadboro 
Bay Warriors 8 (played with 
seven men only)
Peninsula Falcons 5 Vic­
toria Boys Club 7 
Peninsula United 2 Evening 
Optimist Blues 5 
Peninsula Jets 5 Oak Bay 
Bisons 1
Peninsula Cougars 3 Vic­
toria Boys Club 1 
All other teams were idle as 
a result of playing conditions 
or byes.
Sunday December 14th 1975 
Peninsula Wanderers 1 
Purvis Flack (Juan de Fuca) 
Peninsula Tigers 4 Evening 
Optimist Roadrunners i
Tke Management and Staff of
DAWSflfi EIBCTRICITB.
Wish to thank you for your continued confidence 











A watchful neighbour 
prevented damage to a piece 
of road equipment when a 
group of eight and ten-year 
olds were caught putting rocks 
into the gas tank of a 
pavement roller parked on 
Hagan Road.
There was no damage, but 
the vehicle’s gas tank had to 
be removed to take out the 
rocks.
The children were not 
charged. Central Saanich 
Police Chief Bob Miles said, 
but were left to their parents 
to deal with.
Children’s Party
Over , sixty pre-school 
children celebrated a joint 
Christmas party last week at 
Sanscha Hall, when Peninsula 
Recreation Commission 
Creative Tots’ programme of 
Brentwood and Sidney en­
joyed a morning of games, 
activities, carols, and 
Christmas music. Refresh­
ments took the form of the 
ever-popular ice cream cone. 
Transportation was provided 




Ice was the downfall of a 
number of drivers on the 
peninsula over the weekend.
Central Saanich police 
reported eight minor ac­
cidents and several other- 
incidents of cars landing in the 
ditch as a result of icy roads 
on the weekend.
‘When there’s ice, slow 
down,” was the word from 
Central Saanich Chief Bob 
Miles. He said several of the 
drivers were young, including 
one fifteen-year-old who had 
made off with the family car 
while his father was sleeping.
May the blessed 
silent peace of 
Christmas enter 
into your lives.
FROM MR. & MRS. BRIAN CHAN AND STAFF
HOOK-UPS
Central Saanich council has 
promised to investigate the 
•possibility of granting tem­
porary hook-ups to the water 
main in Saanich following
NEW METHODS 
SOUGHT OUT 
The Department of 
Agriculture informed Central 
Saanich council Monday of 
their intention to inaugerate a 
program to find more efficient 
methods for dealing with 
pollution and sewage disposal 
on farms.
The aim, said the Depart­
ment is education rather than 
legislation, and will attempt to 




Central Saanich council 
received a welcome pat on the 
back at the last council 
meeting of the year Monday 
evening.
Barry Bickford, who 
recently built a new home in 
Central Saanich, commended 
the building inspectors whose 




Saanich Indian School 
Board made application to 
Central Saanich council to 
connect with the sewer main 
on West Saanich near Stelly’s 
X Road.
In resp)onse to the Board’s 
claim of a potential health 
hazzard due to surface sewage 
run • off, Alderman MacLauin 
said this was a ‘‘serious 
matter” and should be dealt 




The Kinsmen Mothers 
March received permission 
from Central Saanich council 
to canvass for donations in 
that area.
The Kinsmen Mothers, who 
number 3,000 in the Greater 
Victoria area, will be in 
Central Saanich from January 
22 to 31.
Although Aid. George 
MacFarlane raised objection 
to the Mothers March not 
being a part of the Community 
Chest, council gave their 
support.
BRENTWOOD FOOD GIANT LTD.
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
,652-1812
a
specific request of ■
it »
CHRISTMAS IS A TIME
FOR HOME COMING
To be home at Christmas is more than just a trartilion m 
our Christian civilization. It is a deep, heart-felt need to be 
with our family and friends: to immerse ourselves in the 
sights and sounds and scenes of our most important 
memories; to be HOME.
All of us who have been away at school, or work, or the 
armed forces, or just seeking our fortunes in tlie world, know 
the pulse-quickening feeling of rounding the last familiar 
corner to the place that is home to us.
Simple or sumptuous, the image of it grows sharp with 
longing when wc think of returning there.
I'he loneliest loneliness of all is the one that we humans feel 
at Christmas when we are unable to return home, or saddest 
of all, have no home to return to.
If such persons are among your acquaintances, you'll 
enrich your Christmas by remembering them when you’re 
giving out your holiday invitations.
We hope that this Christmas is joyful for you and your 
loved ones. We hope that it is materially full, of course. But 
much more, wc wish you the kind of happiness that no one 
can take from you because it is inside of you.
We hope you are home for Christmas.
SIDNEY REALTY LTD
2348 BEACON AVE. 656-3928
ST. MARY’S 
A.C.W.
The regular monthly 
meeting of St. Mary’s A.C.W. 
was held on December 1 in the 
hall.
Plans were made to 
decorate the Church for 
Christmas on December 19 at 
1:30 as the childrens’ 
Christmas Pageant is to be 
held at St. Mary’s Church on 
December ‘21st.
The results of the November 
Bazaar were announced and 
the members would like to 
thank all those who so 
generously supported that 
event.
Following the regular 
meeting the annual meeting 
was held with Fr. Ivan Flitter 
in the chair. After the reading 
of the annual reports the 
following members were 
elected;
Honarary President — 
Brenda Fuller.
President — Nancy 
Jackson.




Corresponding Secretary — 
Doris Stanley,
Treasurer - Murie 
Prokopow
United Thank Offering -- 
Marion Bickford.






Social Service -- Doris 

























Like the Wise Men, let ns 
honor the Christ Child. And present Him gifts 
of love and devotion. To our 
good friends, gratitude.
------------- ...................................... - . , i .
a cleeper .ipprecialion of tlic pleasant assoeialions and loyal rient s iips 
ac'qwirecl in tlic conrsc of Imainess. At tliis liolitlay time it seems most appiopiialc 
to express onr tlianl^s ami extend Season’s Greetini^s.
WEATHER
Envlronnioiil Sorvlco 
wook oiKlInn Doc. l.|.






Total (or yoar 
Mclorolonical (or 
endind Dnc. M, PurnIshocI by lUo 
RosoarcU station, Sidney.
Max. Toin(). (Doc, fl)
Min. Tonip, (Doc. rM314)










Every Monday Night, 
Sanscha Hall.
Doors 7:00 p.m 
(iames 7:45 p.m.
TURKEY BINGOS
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Jimmy Allen, a long time member of North Saanich Rod and 
Gun Club kept a weather eye on shot gunners Sunday afternoon. 
He pronounced the day a great success, with many sharp 
shooters winning turkeys.
Marjorie Allen worked in fading light 
tallying up scores for the North Saanich 
Club’s annual turkey shoot.
One after another clay pigions took flight 
while shot gunners, competing for turkeys in 
the annual Christmas shoot of the North
Saanich Rod and Gun Club, tried their best to 
knock them out of the sky.
SILVER THREADS 
NEWS IN REVIEW
Mon. Dec. 22 — 9:00 a.m. - 
Centre open - noon - lunch; 1 
p.m. - carol sing-a-long with 
the serenaders.
Tues. Dec. 23 - 9 a.m. - 
Centre open - noon - lunch;
Wed. Dec. 24 - 9 a.m. Centre 
open - noon - lunch.
Thurs. Dec. 25 - CENTRE 
CLOSED.
Fri. Dec. 26 - CENTRE 
CLOSED.
Sat. Dec. 27 -1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
- open for drop-ins.
Sun. Dec. 28 -1 p.m. - 4 p.m. - 
Open for drop-ins.
Wed. Dec. 311st. - 8:30 p.m. - 
NEW YEARS EVE DANCE.
Morning coffee and af­
ternoon tea served every day 
Mon. to Fri. Senior Citizens of 
the district and visitors 
welcome.
Secret Fishing Hole Within Minutes Of Sidney
By REG DAVIS 
When the urge for some 
peace and solitude comes 
upon me, along with the desire 
to be close to nature and her 
wonders, I take a trip to my 
favourite fishing hole. I don’t 
have to rise at some unearthly 
hour of the morning, drive 
hundeds of miles from Sidney 
or slog through rain sodden 
bush to get to it.
A short, pleasant ferry trip 
puts me within a mile’s walk 
^ or a few minutes drive from 
:what I selfishly call “My 
‘.ccreek”. Of course it isn’t 
mine, or anyone else’s for that 
matter, but having derived so 
much pleasure from its waters 
for more than 15 years, it has 
almost become part of my life.
Many people passing by, 
probably never give it a 
second glance; if indeed they 
see it at all, which is sur­
prising as for most of its 
length it can be seen from the 
highway. Meandering down 
from a waterfall a mile or so 
from the ocean, it glides its 
silent way through some of the 
most beautiful pastoral 
countryside you can image, 
It is an artists paradise as 
well as a fisherman’s, as it 
flows past farmhouses.
dilapidated barns, and rustic 
fences built many years ago. 
Sheep graze contentedly along 
its sparsely treed banks, and 
at one spot there stands an 
immense holly tree, with dark 
glossy leaves and bright red 
berries. It is the most perfect 
specimen I hae ever seen, and 
although at this time of year I 
am sorely tempted to bring 
home an armful of its sprigs, I 
just do not have the heart to 
ruin its symmetrical form.
In some places the creek is 
hardly more than a shallow 
ditch, yet it is journey’s end 
for a surprisingly large run of 
salmon, bent on their process 
of procreation.
SEA-RUN TROUT 
The sea-run trout that follow 
these fish on their spawning 
runs are the reason for my 
Winter sojourns to this 
tranquil spot, but being the 
migrants they are, trying to 
catch them can be a 
frustrating experince. One 
day, the creek can be full of 
them, the next they have 
vanished, however they are 
voracious feeders when so 
inclined and can be taken on 
almost anything you offer 
them.
Being a lazy person by 
nature I don’t believe in 
chasing all over the creek for 
my prey, so I find myself a 
bend on the stream where the 
flow of water on the far bank 
creates a back eddy. The trout 
usually hang in the slack 
water at this spot, where 
they can see any tasty morsel 
that is passing by.
A worm, drifted naturally 
along the streams flow often 
results in a nice fat trout. 
Another spot I do well at, is 
where an old fence post has 
jammed itself between the two 
banks and the resulting build 
up of debris has formed a 
small waterfall. The vortex 
below, caused by the falling 
water provides them with a 
slack area, where they can 
easily intercept any feed 
washing over the falls 
Most of the fish are about a 
pound in weight but I have 
caught them as big as four or 
five pounds, and in a creek 
that small, with so many 
snags to contend with, one 
sometimes has to retrieve a 
fish from the middle of an 
overhanging bush, which to an 
onlooker would seem quite 
hilarious, but not to the 
angler.
The creek also contains' 
many bullheads which to me 
are repulsive, with their big 
heads and goggling eyes. Also 
resident, are crayfish, that 
every galloping gourmet 
should know arc more or less 
minature lob.sters. For some 
unknown reason I can not 
bring myself to touch those 
creatures, and the antics I 
perform trying to get one off 
the hook, is something to 
behold, One time, while 
picking watercress from the 
creek bed, (yes, if you like 
watercress, theres loLs of it to 
be liad, just for the picking) 
one irate crayfish latched onto 
my finger with his big pin-
Memf Clu^stwas
We extend old-faahioned 
good wishes and earnest thanks 










Flickoring cniidlallght... n 
scant of Christmns groons... tho nonmoos 
of door onos innko tlio holidays bright. Wo hopo \' 
to oontimio sorvlng you in tho futurn.
SAANICH CABLE VISION LTD.
May the peace and serenity 
of this holiday season fill you
with hearthside warmth.
CHRISTMAS
chers, from that day hence, I 
picked my watercress 
wearing gloves.
QUIET WAIT
Sometimes while sitting 
quietly on the bank, the 
peacefulness is shattered by a 
pair of salmon crashing their 
way upstream, their battered, 
discoloured bodies half out of 
the shallow water.
The tenacity of these fish 
never fail to fill me with ad­
miration and awe and also 
sadness, for I know that they 
will soon be dead.
It seems such a waste of 
time and effort after all they 
go through, and such a strange 
quirk of nature that decrees 
that they, unlike the East 
coast salmon, should die after 
bringing new life into the 
world. Nature I suppose, must 
have a reason for it.
A hawk, who must nest 
somewhere nearby, and quite 
obviously thinks he owns the 
creek, often sits in the bush 
opposite me and gives me a 
screeching tongue lashing. 
Often I see him with a small 
fish in his beak, and he seems 
to take sadistic delight in 
showing me that he is a better 
fisherman than I.
One time, a mink or an 
otter. I’m not sure which, 
popped his head out of the 
water right at my feet, took 
one look at me and dived out of 
sight. I still wonder who was 
the most surprised!
An old timer I once met over 
there, informed me tluit years 
ago the creek used to give up a 
fair amount of steelhead, of 
which I was not surprised, but 
1 was surprised when he 
suddenly whipped out of his 
pocket a set of dentures and 
said, "hre those yours? I just 
found them up on tho road’’, 1 
said tluink you, but 1 had my 
own, and with tluU ho toddled 
off, no doubt to find the owner.
THE MAYOR, ALDERMEN AND STAFF OF
THE MUmCIPALITY OF NORTH SAANICH
MERRV 
CHRISTMAS
From our family to 
yours...wishes for 
a joyous holiday. Hope 







A WHOLE STOCKING FULL 
OF HAPPINESS 
TO YOU
FROM EACH AND 
EVERY ONE OF US
j ^ \' J
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An interesting visitor to Sidney is Mrs. Patricia Wallace 
KraU of Indianapolis, Indiana. She is the stage director of the 
new Civic Theatre in that city.
Mrs. Kratz will be a house guest of Mrs. Grace Anderson on 
Webster Place. She is the daughter of Alice B. Wallace, a long 
time resident of Sidney. ,
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
NO. 37
Mills Road, Sidney, B. C.
NEW YEARS EVE FROLIC
Music by "The Joy"
Smorgasbord, Favours & Prizes
Bar Service$25.00 couple
LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS AVAILABLE 
















May hearts be filled 
with faith. To good friends, 
patrons, our appreciation.
The Mayne Queen ferry assisted Friday 
afternoon in the dramatic fescue of a Ganges 
yachtsman. The ferry master diverted his 
vessel from her appointed route and stood by 
whilst Don Smith, 40 was plucked from the 
sea following a gasoline explosion on his 
wooden hulled yacht, RENEGADE 17 
. . 1 “I woke up in the water, “Smith told
Sidney Softball Association aboard the RCMP vessel HARVIS
recently sponsered a dance to > 
assist the Victoria “Bates” 
team in their attempts to raise 
funds for their upcoming trip 
to New Zealand.
The “Bates” will try to 
capture world supremacy in 
fastball when they travel to 
New Zealand to compete in the 
world men’s softball cham­
pionship this coming 
February.
The Sidney team, which 
raised $793 for the “Bates”, is 
on its way to a banner year in 
1976.
A complete new Board of 
Directors, led by Chairman 
Ab” Travis, has been busy 
since last September 
rewriting the constitution and 
making plans to improve the 
League for the coming season.
One of the major tasks 
facing the Board of Directors 
is the improvement of the 
field and the
RCMP vessel HARVISON which attended the 
SC6n6.
Smith suffered burns on his legs and was 
taken by ambulance to Rest Haven Hospital 
from Van Isle Marina.
Flames from his burning boat were easily 
visible two miles away and were watched by 





7111 W. Saanich Rd.
Here’s Completeness 






surrounding area. In this _____
regard the Board is asking for 1 rARVISON brought following an explosion aboard Smith’s yacht
Lpe^atoand asalTance be injured boater Don Smith to Van Isle Marina in Satellite Channel, near Salt Spnng Islanj^
ROY AND MO LLY WHITE AND STAFF
WHITES TELEVISION
2363 Beacon 656-3012
negotiated witht the Village 
and Sanscha. Both have been 
most helpful this past year but 
the Executive feels that as the 
League expands and more 
young people are playing ball 
that a much closer liason is 




The Capital Regional Board 
has postponed any decisions 
concerning subdividing within 
the Agricultural Land 
Reserve.
Saanichton “500” Qiib Hold Christmas Party
The Saanichton “500” Club 
held a very successful 
Christmas Turkey card party 
in the Central Saanich Lion’s 
Den, Keating on Friday, 
December 5. Winners at cards 
were: Ladies - 1st Mrs. Fred 
Goodwin; 2nd Mrs. Russell 
Crawford; 3rd Mrs. Jan 
Kupp; 4th Mrs. Wilf Butler; 
Consolation, Mrs. Fred Sut­
ton.
Winning Gents were: 1st 
Charlie Moggridge; 2nd Tom 
Michell, 3rd Russell 
Crawford; 4th Ed Haw,
Si
Holiday Pick-up in Sidney
DEC. 25th on the 24th 
DEC. 26th on the 27th 
JAN. 1st on DEC. 31st
SIDNEY CLEAN UP SERVICE
656-1920
life' 'I
..ifes In the glow of 
his happy season, 
wo thank you for
CHRISTMAS
PARTY?
the loyalty 4^- i
you have shown. 
Joy to all.
W
Consolation Joe Jones. Raffle 
donors and winners were: 1st 
Turkey from 500 Club - George 
Foley; 2 - $20.00 scrip from 
Butler Bros. - Doris Warbey; 
3-$10.00 scrip - Spooner’s 
Ladies Wear - George 
Hamilton; 4 - $5.00 scrip 
Sidney Local Butchers - R.F. 
Spooner, 5 - $5.00 scrip 
Mitchell & Anderson-Steven 
Brich; 6 - Electric Kettle, 
Saanich Cablevision - Barry 
Menzies; 6 - $10.00 scrip, 
Shoppers Drug Mart, Sidney - 
_M. Kersey; $25.00 cash, 
Russell Kerr Fuels - Marie 
Manson; 10 gallons Gas, J. 
Grieve Motors - C. 
Moggridge; Two Rear View 
Mirrors, Empress Pontiac 
Buick GMC - Jack Bower; 
Ham, Island View Freezers - 
Fred Sutton, Bottle Xmas 
Cheer - L, Farrell, 4 qLs Oil, 
Spelt’s Chevron Garage - Pat 
Browclt; $5.00 Fishing Tackle, 
Brentwood Boat Rentals - 
Morely Bickford; Plant, 
Holloway Florist - K. 
’VIcIldoon; Permanent Mrs. H. 
Diipas; Gallon Anti-Freeze, 
M&H Tractors - PatKyle, 0 sq. 
ft. mirror, Allied Glass - Sybil 
Haw; $10.00 cash, Westcratt - 
Mrs. C. Webb; 100 gallons fuel 
oil, C.J. McDowell ■ C. Webb; 
$5.00 scrip, Anna’s Fashiofis - 
Don Norbury; Subscription, 
Tho Sidney Review - Mrs, W. 
Patterson; $5.00 Scrip. 
Saanich Sidney and Salt 
Spring Freight - A.l. Brown; 
$10.00 scrip, Art Bolster’s 
Garage, Brentwood - Archie 
Brown; $5.00 Scrip, Cornish's
Tho Kluano National Park,
in the southwest corner of the 
Yukon Territory, contains 
Canada’s Ihghcst mountains.
Book & Stationary Ltd. - 
Gladys Wilson; Turkey 
Dinner from Mrs. J. Walcer - 
Mrs. E. Schick; Turkey from 
Mrs. C. Kupp - Cora John; 




ARMY, NAVY & AIRFORCE VETERANS
StDNEY UNIT 302 
AND
LADIES AUXILIARY UNIT 63
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NEXT TO THE BANK IN THE PLAZA 






FLEMING- REVIEW PRINTING LTD
Punch Bowls, Coffee Makers, Chairs, 
High Chairs, Cribs, Rollaway Beds.
All You Need For Xmas Company
of
THE MANAGEMENT and STAFF
REDDI CHEF




CANADA S riNKST COLOim IMUNTEDS 
.3H6-;6M









December 24, Close Al 7:00 P.M. New Years Eve,
Close at 7:00 P.M.
December 25, Closed j jgyg
December 26, Closed 12 noon to 7:00 P.M.
Thank You For Your Patronage In The Old Year.
9035 3Rtl. street 
SIDNEY, O.C. 
656-4546.
Hopo To Soo You In Tho Now Yoar.
I'
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Christmas — A Never, Never Land With No Parallel
liy II.V
We may be closer than ever 
to a computerized, printed 
circuit Christmas, but this 
Christmas Eve when desks 
are deserted and store doors 
are slammed shut we all may 
enter the never-never land 
which has no parallel at any 
other time of the year.
Some will welcome the 
opportunity to take part in the 
traditional midnight service 
at church, to kneel in 
adoration, and to be thankful 
as cherished memories of 
bygone years are recalled.
Others will have no thought 
for religious observance, yet 
we believe that the vast 
majority will have banished 
the cares and anxieties of 
everyday life for a while; that 
the giving of pleasure to 
others will be uppermost in 
their minds, and that in their
homes the true spirit of 
Christmas will prevail.
Always at this time of the 
year, in the darkest days of 
winter, people have had a 
great celebration: first with 
pagan rites at the pleasure of 
the gods, then with the spread 
of Christianity in universal 
observance of the Nativity.
It is the time for jubilation, 
feasting and merrymaking, 
and in medieval times 
Christmas was spread over 
twelve days of rejoicing. 
Tremendous preparations 
were made to ensure the 
presence of enough food and 
drink to last out the festivities.
A few of the simple customs 
of the past remain, such as the 
decoration of churches and 
homes with evergreens, holly 
and ivy. Mistletoe was barred 
from the church because of its 
association with pagan rites, 
but all were aware of its 
significance at the feast.
Today we have the more 
sophisticated . ornaments of 
the plastic age, while gaily 
tinted electric lights lend 
added sparkle to the visible 
signs of the season. Flowers 
too, which in olden times 
would have been hopelessly
SIDNEY GLASS
BOB & DOLLY GREEN 
ED MARTIN
9812 4th SL
Compounded good wishes for 
happiness, health and a wealth of 
friendships, Our gratitude, too.
The i\lai\agemenl and Staff
SIDNEY PHARMACY
Sidney’s Only Independent Drugstore
2416 Beacon Ave. 656-1168
out of season are readily 
available, perhaps as proof 
that commercialism is not 
altogether to the detriment of 
the season.
We may be glad that carol 
singing has not died out en­
tirely, although the door to 
door parties of juveniles have 
thinned perceptively in recent 
years. Maybe in this age of 
easy money the reward is 
insufficent to attract many 
youthful serenaders; more 
likely the verses and tunes are 
not as familiar in our homes 
and schools as used to be the 
case.
The accent on food has 
always been uppermost on 
Christmas Day. The boar’s 
head was the rich mans’ 
culinary delight in the middle 
ages, with the baron of beef, 
venison, game and poultry to 
follow. In more humble cir­
cumstances plum porridge 
made from dried fruits, meat 
broth and thickened with 
breadcrumbs was ancestor to 
the plum pudding we enjoy. 
Like Yorkshire pudding it was 
served at the beginning of the 
feast. Plum pudding 
decorated with a sprig of 
holly, and perhaps served in 
an envelopment of llaming 
brandy, is a refinement dating 
only from the last century.
Mince pies were' enjoyed 
somewhat earlier and are 
mentioned by the Elizabethan 
playwright Ben Jonson. The 
poet Herrick also made 
mention of them. In fact the 
pastry originally did contain 
meat, which in time gave 
place to the mixture of dried 
fruits and spices that fill the 
pastry cups today.
The old customs have many 
ethnic origins. The burning of 
a Yule log derives from the 
Scandinavians, and became a 
feature of the great open 
hearths common to medieval
RAY & VERONA BAKEWELL 
COME AND SEE OUR NEW SHOP
656-1313
mmm ciimsfrAfis
May tho holidays fill us, 
young and old, with tho wondor of 
childhood. Dost wishos 
and thanks to our good noighbors.
SATELLITE INDUSTRIES LTD.
HON EVANS —HE(i EISHEIl
2527 Bovan Avo. 656-3222
homes throughout Europe. It 
was usual to cut the log the 
previous winter for proper 
seasoning, for should it not 
last for a full 24 hours bad luck 
would be sure to follow. When 
the fire was lit on Christmas 
Eve it was a signal for the 
festivities to commence. In 
due time, a remnant of this log 
was saved until Candlemas, as 
well as a fragment for use in 
kindling the fire twelve 
months ahead.
The Christmas tree, long a 
Christmas symbl in Germany, 
was introduced to England by 
Prince Albert, the husband of 
Queen Victoria, for the 
edification of their children. 
From the same source came 
the Christmas stocking filled 
with sweets, novelties, fruit, 
and sometimes a nub of coal. 
Santa Claus, or in Britain 
Father Christmas, became 
the living embodiment of Saint 
Nicholas in course of time.
It is curious that there is no 
ancient tradition of the giving 
of presents to relatives and 
friends, but always there has 
been a customary offering of 
food and money by the rich to 
the poor. The exchange of 
presents may be attributed to 
the growth of prosperity, and 
a general goodwill judiciously 
encouraged by the trade winds 
of commerce.
Christmas cards also date 
from the last century. We 
have here an obvious instance 
of commercialism made 
possible by development of a 
cheap and reliable postal 
service. It is probably that the 
recent postal strike has given 
the Christmas greetings 
custom the severest jolt in its 
history.
No writer has done more to 
perpetuate the spirit of 
Christmas than Charles 
Dickens, but no lines are more 
seasonable than the following
from Sir Walter Scott’s 
Marmion; may this Christmas 
be in the same tradition:
“Heap on more wood! - the 
wind is chill;
But let it whistle as it 
will.
We’ll keep our Christmas 
merry still.
England was merry 
England, when Old 
Christmas brought his 
sports again.
‘Twas Christmas 
broach’d the mightest ale;
‘Twas Christmas told the 
merriest tale;
A Clu-istmas gambol oft 
could cheer
The poor man’s heart 
through half the year.”
In recognition of memorable 
public services rendered by 
the late Archie Galbraith 
when he was the Mayor of 
Central Saanich, the Victorian 
Days Society has provided a 
perpetual trophy to be 
presented yearly at the 
Labatt’s Penny Farthing Bike 
Race. The trophy will be 
known as the “Galbraith 
Award.”
In a letter to Mrs. A.M.
Galbraith, Helen E. Beirnes, 
immediate past president of 
Victoria Days Society, wrote 
that the presentation is “in 
commemoration of Archie’s 
heroic efforts on behalf of this 
Society and he part he played 
in the community as a whole.”
Continuing her tribute the 
writer said; “Archie 
Galbraith is remembered with 
respect and affection by all 
who knew him, and it is fitting 
that the Board wishes to 
recognize his love of people 
and the community in this 
way.”
Archie’s collegues and
friends testify that he would 
never miss an opportunity to 
represent Central Saanich at 
public functions and 
celebrations in neighliouring 
municipalities. He would be 
present at lie parade on 
Victoria Day and at Sidney 
Day, taking a fidl part with 
obvious personal relisli.
The presentation recalls an 
occasion two years ago, when 
Archie, deputising for Mayor 
Peter Pollen, accepted the 
challenge of Mayor Art 
Phillips in a penny farthing 
bike ride around Vancouver 
city hall.
Hugh Curtis Accorded 
Large Mandate
Hugh Curtis was re-elected 
MX'.A; ,for Saanich, arid thfe 
Islands' in the provincial 
election December 11, as the 
Social Credit candidate.
He joins 34 other Socreds in 
forming the government. The 
New Democratic Party lost 20 
seats including that of Dave 
Barrett, the party leader.
Barrett is among those 
candidates waiting final vote 
counts December 23, as the 
small difference between 
victory and defeat in some of 
the ridings could be over­
turned when the final count of 
absentee votes is in.
Curtis was elected as a 
Progressive Conservative in 
1972, and the question of how 
many Conservative votes he 
would be able to carry with 
him for the Socreds has been 
answered.
Irene Block, Conservative 
candidate, finislied third after 
Curtis and New Democratic
Party candidate Carol Pickup. 
Shej drew 2842 votes, com­
pared with Curtis’ 8427 votes 
in 1972, and 13964 this year.
The final vote results will 
not be known until December 
23, when all absentee votes 
and section 80 votes have been 
tallied. Section 80 votes are 
those where verification of the 
voter’s registration must be 
made before his ballot en­
velope can be opened, in the 
case of a person not listed who 















As you will probably notice, 
the format of this column is 
slightly changed this week. 
Instead of always writing 
about activities and sports, 
someone suggested that I 
insert works by other 
students. So I approached a 
student in Grade 12 and asked 
her to submit a piece of poeti'y 
for the column.
Held in for all these years 
“against my will”
I’ve always said, 
but now
my time with you is up 
and new tomorrows stretch 
ahead 
hellishly
wailing to be fulfilled 
I''reedom!
burns a hole in me 
and I clutch this real pain 




'I'lie students of Parkland 
School are all pitching 
together to make up Food 
Hampers for five families in 
this area,
StudenUs who are producing 
the School Annual have been 
contacting local merchants 
asking tliem to support this 
publication, If you wisli to help 
support us please |)hone the 
school at 656-5507.
SPOUTS
The Boys’ Basketball team 
did (|iiile well last week, 
winning all three of their 
contests, The Senior Girls, 
liowever, only managed one 
win and two losses,
As lliis will he the last 
column until after Christmas, 
on behalf of Parkland Scliool I 
would like to wish everyone 
the merriest Cliristmas and 
the Happiest of New Yeai's,
If 9 Chrhtma$ ... nmaon 
pence anil joy, Mny ita ninny 
lileaainfia he yonra lo ahare, ahimya,
WILLOWDALE FARM
IIE'I'AIL NimSEUY 
Mr. and Mrs. .I.P, Vcrhngcn and Family 
6117 W. Siinniolt Utl. , , 652-'4!K63
In the happy spirit of the holiday, when peace settles 
as gently as freslily fallen snow, we pause and count our 
many blessings. Numbered high among them is your 
cherished patronage and good will.
GLADYS —TIBOR —YVONNE — EILEEN
PINK KITTEN BEAUTY SALON
Colt 656-2233 IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
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TARiVimDE and 
DAMODER BIRK «Slf
Season’s best to you, this Christmas Day. We 




8597 E. SAANICH RD.
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These peninsula youngsters sang a number of Christmas carols at Sanscha Hall on Saturday.
The Legend Of Rolling Rock
A Childrens Story Designed To Be Read Aloud











65‘2-2i;il 7111 W. Saaiiicli Rd.
The story of Rolling Rock, an “Indian legend”, was written by 
Jack White.
Jack wrote the story some time ago — as a tale to be read 
aloud to children — to explain the mystery of the rolling rock he 
owns and, on occasion, displays to curious youngsters (and 
those notrso-young).
Jack got the rock — which will roll back and forth on any 
smooth surface it is set down on, without so much as a nudge 
from anyone (it’s true, the Review has seen the rock do its act) 
— about 10 years ago, when he was a prospector on the Fraser 
River.
..He bought it, among others, from an old Indian there, not 
discovering its amazing talent for moving until he returned to 
his cabin.
The story Jack wrote to explain the phenomenon of his rolling 
rock is the one printed here.
'Ihe real reason (don’t tell your children), as explained by a 
geologist at the provincial museum, is that the rock is almost 
per fectly round — but not quite.
“When you set it down,” the geologist said, “it almost finds a 
point of balance, but its momentum takes it past the balance 
point, so it keeps rolling.”
Whatever the reason — and whether you believe Jack’s rock 
really rolls on its own or not — the story he has written is a 
delightful one.
We reproduce it here because all the children it has been read 
to seemed to love it.
We can think of no higher recommendation----
,May wc prescribe lots 
ol happiness to keep 
YOU in holiday spirits.
Best wishes and warm thanks 
lor all you’ve done lor us.
H. G. PATTISON & STAFF
BRENTWOOD BAY 
PHARMACY LTD.
Not too many years ago, 
when bands of Indians roamed 
British Columbia, there was 
one band known as the Fraser 
River Band which lived 
among grasslands at the edge 
of an enormous forest.
This band was famous for 
many things, but above all for 
its Chief, who was a man of 
great wisdom and the father of 
a beautiful child, Starflower.
Starflower grew up very 
happily among all the other 
children.
Their companions were the' 
animals of the forest and all 
living tilings there.
They learned the names of 
all the flowers, shrubs, and 
trees, and the uses of all the 
herbs, berries and mosses that 
grew in their playground.
Starflower was the gentlest 
and most lovely of them all.
Now it was natural that 
many young braves sought 
her in marriage, so she went 
to lier father and asked him 
the kind of brave he thought 
would make her the best 
husband.
The wise Chief said, “Above 
all, the man you marry must 
be a skilled hunter and a good 
provider for his family; but 
tell me, my daughter, on 
which of my many worthy 
braves does your love shine’?"
Without hesitation. Star- 
flower replied, ‘‘Rolling 
Hock,”
‘‘It is a good choice, lie is a 
fine hunter and a merry 
fellow."
“Yes," nodded her mother, 
who was listening, ‘‘he is a 
youth of some prowess. Is his 
heart set upon you likewise'?”
“1 think so," said Starflower 
shyly.
Her father put his arm af- 
octionately around her
shoulders.
“Soon it will be your birth­
day. How well we remember 
the day you came to us. On 
that day also I killed one of my 
finest bucks.
“I think we will have a little 
anniversary feast and I will 
send out our hunters.
“I am sure that Rolling 
Rock will.notfail to bring back 
a fine trophy, and you shall be 
his prize.
“Fear not, Starflower, if the 
Great Spirit wills. Rolling 
Rock will not disappoint us.
He will be your husband and 
our son.”
Her mother smiled in 
agreement.
THE HUNT
Rolling Rock, Rain-in-the- 
Face and Bald Eagle had been 
friends since the time of their 
babyhood.
Now they talked with gusto 
of how they would not only 
outshine each other, but every 
other brave in their band.
“Without doubt,” declared 
Bald Eagle, ‘‘I shall bring 
back the finest trophy. Is not 
my name Bald Eagle? Are not 
my eyes the keenest?”
“Certainly,” said Rain-in- 
the-Face, “your name is Bald 
Eagle, but names have 
nothing to do with liunting, 
and as for your otlier two 
questions, ‘No, No’!”
“Even if I am Rain-in-the- 
Face I can track as swiftly as 
you or any man,”
“While I,” cried Rolling 
Rock, smiling saucily al his 
friends, “will neither roll like 
a little kicked stone nor stand 
rigid like a rock, but thinking^ 
nothing of my name but only 
of how fine a lumter I am, will 
bring hack the finest animal 
ever seen,
“I am sure it will ho some
great beast I shall have to 
drag back. I’ll never be able to 
carry it. Who knows, I may 
even have to ask your help.”
“Ho, Ho!” shouted his 
friends. “You are a big puff of 
smoke,” and they jumped 
upon him and they all fell 
laughing to the ground.
THE HUNTERS RETURN 
Rain-in-the-Face was the 
first to return.
He had a most beautiful 
buck, glossy of coat with a 
great spread of antlers that 
had to be measured again and 
again, so that all could believe 
how immense they v/ere.
Then came Bald Eagle 
carrying across his shoulders 
a mountain sheep with a depth 
of coat so wonderful and horns 
so magnificent, with many 
twists and whorls, that all 
thought nothing could be 
brought back to compare with 
this animal.
When all but Rolling Rock 
had returned there was no 
doubt that the finest animals 
were the two captured by Bald 
Eagle and Rain-in-the-Face..
“Now where is that boastful 
fellow Rolling Rock? Here we 
are all waiting for him. Where 
has he got to? What can he 
possibly find to outdo us?” 
asked Bald Eagle of Rain-in- 
the-Face.
“Nothing,” said Rain-in-the- 
Face. “Without doubt, we are 
mighty hunters,” and they 
laughed, but quickly became 
serious.
Where was Rolling Rock? 
Many days went by and the 
entire Fraser River Band 
began to worry that some 
misfortune had befallen 
Rolling Rock.
The Chief sent all his hun­
ters forth again and ordered 
that they search all known 
trails, north, south, east and 
west, but no one found any 
trace of Rolling Rock and 
there was no feasting.
Starflower was tearful and 
apprehensive, and her father 
deeply troubled.
His nights were restless and 
tormented with strange 
dreams.
At length, he called his 
people together and said to 
them. “For many nights my 
sleep has been troubled with 
strange visions and voices,
“1 seem to hear Rolling 
Rock calling and calling.
“Who knows if and when wc 
shall see him again?
“But to all my braves who 
brought back fine animals 
there shall be a reward,”
And Rain-in-the-Face chose 
the maiden Falling Loaf and 
Bald Eagle look Floating 
Feather, but Starflower 
wailed for Rolling Rock. 
ROLIJNG ROCK'S FA’I'E
When Rolling Rock starting
I
hunting, he went far into the 
valleys and mountains of his 
country, travelling the known 
trails and often cautiously 
breaking new ground.
Although glimpsed many 
fine animals, none please him.
He always thought there 
must be one more unique, if 
only he could find it.
He ardently wished tc 
outshine his friends, so that he 
could gain merit in the eyes of 
Starflower and the esteem of 
her father as a skilful hunter.
Late one evening he found 
himself on the crest of a 
mountain, from where he 
could see the Fraser River, a 
small silver ribbon, thousands 
of feet below.
The sky was still faintly rosy 
from the vanished sun, and a 
full moon was gradually 
rising.
Rolling Rock walked 
wearily up a slope, wondering 
where he should camp for the 
night.
He reached a clump of 
slender trees and sat down 
resting his back against one of 
them. He was irritable at his 
lack of success in the hunt; 
idly he took his hunting knife 
and began to scratch the bark 
of one of the trees; but soon he 
stopped, idly ran his finger 
around the knife edge and said 
to himself: “Well, this won’t 
find me a camping place.”
He got up and continued up 
the incline, with his knife still 
in his hand.
Suddenly, in the midst of his 
path he saw a bush unlike any 
he had ever seen.
Its leaves looked golden, 
and as he drew nearer he 
noticed berries among its 
branches, shimmering like 
stars.
So enthralled he was he that 
his knife fell lo the ground 
forgotten. Ah, he thought as he 
went towards it, this is a rare 
thing indeed.
I will search no more, one 
small piece of this lovely plant 
I will lake to Starflower.
Ripe berries were one 
delight Rolling Rock could 
never resist.
He picked one and ale it.
It was simply delicious. He 
fancied he heard voices 
whispering, “The berries are 
not for you lo pick - not for you 
- not for you,”
But he look no notice of his 
fancies, ho ale another berry 
and another and another, and 
as the last of the sweet fruit 
disappeared into his mouth he 
began to become drowsy.
Rolling Rock had conic a 
long way, it was now night, 
and the white light of the moon 
made every tree and bush, 
every bough and twig, cast 
sinister shadows
Santa is busy 
spreading Christmas cheer, 
and once again 
it’s our time to thank 
friends and 
customers for their 
loyal patronage.
Chuck and Marie Thomas
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The Legend Of Rolling Rock
coiitiiuiod
He sal down by the bush and 
shook his head to wake 
himself.
It seemed as though the 
leaves angrily pricked his face 
and a cold breeze blew, filled 
with innumerable melancholy 
voices, scolding and crying.
“Rolling Rock, Rolling 
Rock, you have thoughtlessly 
eaten all the berries which 
come only with the waxing of 
the moon and ripen when it is 
full.
“One berry you might have 
taken.
“But now the Great Spirit 
from whom all living things 
flow, will be angry and 
destroy the bush, so that the 
leaves will wither, the 
blossoms fade, the fruit come 
no more, and the roots die.
“R may be thiU the guar­
dian spirit of the bush would 
have let you take one small 
twig to Starflower.”
Rolling Rock who imagined 
that he was by now fast 
asleep, muttered unin­
telligible words of placation to 
the voices.
Then, as if in a dream he 
heard a voice thundering 
through his head.
“Rolling Rock is your 
name? Rolling Rock you shall 
be!”
Rolling Rock felt himself 
getting smaller and smaller,
: rounder and rounder.
His arms and legs disap- 
• peared and he felt as if he had 
5 become enveloped in the shiny 
) black hair of his head.
71
And he was a round black 
stone, rolling, bumping wildly 
down the mountain side.
Everyone had given up 
watching for the return of 
Rolling Rock.
Eveyone but Starflower.
She still thought he would 
return.
One sleepless night she said 
to herself, “Here 1 am getting 
unhappier and unliappier and 
if 1 never see Rolling Rock 
again 1 may be miserable 
always.
“1 know the forests, the 
mountains, 1 know what is 
good to eat, what dangers to 
avoid. 1 will go and find him 
myself.”
Without telling anyone, for 
she knew she would then be 
prevented from leaving, she 
waited for the following dawn 
and, in the dim light, she crept 
away.
She knew she would have at 
least that day before she 
might be missed, when the 
agitation of her parents would 
organize a search for her.
Fall was approaching, yet 
the morning was mild with a 
full moon waning in the sky.
She felt cheerful and sang 
softly as she followed a 
narrow trail away from the 
grasslands of her home. 
STARFLOWER’S SEARCH 
All that day she wandered, 
but she found nothing and met 
no one who could tell her the 
way taken by Rolling Rock.
By evening, she had reached 
a mountain which was strange 
lo her. She walked wearlily up
its slopes almost without 
realizing she reached its crest.
She paused for a moment 
and watched the Fraser River 
below, heaved a big sigh, and 
turned to go on.
Then she saw something 
shining among the un­
dergrowth.
She went cautiously to 
examine it: the hunting knife 
of Rolling Rock!
She was so delighted she 
shouted “Rolling Rock” — 
startling all the forest 
creatures, those getting ready 
for sleep and those preparing 
for their nocturnal affairs.
No longer tired or 
discouraged, she began 
hurrying forward and upward 
with Rolling Rock’s knife held 
tightly in her hand.
In the darkening sky the 
moon was gradually growing 
to its full.
Soon, for no mortal eyes 
coud miss it, she saw the 
bright bush, with burnished 
leaves and glittering berries.
In' great wonder she 
hastened toward it.
A wisp of cloud suddenly 
obscured the moon and an icy 
breeze swirled around her.
She shivered and looked 
behind her nerviously.
She seemed to hear voices 
crying and scolding, and she 
fancied herself surrounded by 
sluidowy people with faces 
pale as moonlight and clothed 
in clouds and leaves.
“We are the spirits of the 
Mountain who watch all who 
live or come upon this
Mountain,” they said.
“Do not touch this magical 
bush or eat of its berries; the 
berries are few and ripen only 
with the full of the moon.
“Do not anger the guardian 
spirit of the bush again.”
“Again?” Starflower was 
puzzled.
“I will not touch this bush. 
“Oh, it is beautiful, but 1 
care nothing for it.
“I care only to find Rolling 
Rock. Here is his knife, he 
came this way.”
And she looked at the knife, 
still in her hand, and the 
moonlight made silver of the 
blade.
THE SPIRIT SPEAKS 
The day had been long and 
exhausting and Starflower at 
last felt she couldn’t keep her 
eyes open a moment more.
She sat down on the ground 
with her back against the bush 
and closed her eyes.
The leaves gently touched 
her cheeks, but did not scratch 
at all.
She was fast asleep, but into 
her dreams came the spirits of 
the mountain, floating and 
drifting together and their 
faces were luminenscent and 
kindly.
The guardian spirit of the 
bush spoke once more.
“Starflower, Starflower, I 
who am the guardian spirit of 
this bush against wich you are 
sleeping, I have seen Rolling 
Rock.
“He was not content lo look 
and„ enjoy my beauty.
“Few though there were he
These youngsters at Deep Cove elementary school took time 
out from visiting Santa to play tug of war on a school bench.
ate every berry, every one.
“I was angry with this 
thoughtless fellow'. ‘ ‘Rolling 
Rock is your name, Rock you 
shall be’, I shouted loudly, and 
my spells are most magical.
“Soon Rolling Rock was 
bumping and rolling down our 
mountain slopes.”
Slow, sad tears began to fall 
from Starflower’s closed eyes 
and to trickle down her face, 
and she sobbed in her slum­
ber.
And the guardian spirit of 
the Mountain repented his 
liasty spell.
“Do not despair, do not 
despair.
“Spells can be made and 
unmade. Because of your 
great love for Rolling Rock, 
come take from me one small 
twig.”
continued on next page
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Still sleeping, Starflower got 
to her feel and timidly touched 
the bush.
It rustled and shimmered; 
then the breeze was gone and 
the night was awash with 
silence.
She touched a slender twig.
It broke off easily.
She sank to the ground once 
more with the twig still in her 
hand.
And in her sleep, once again 
the guardian of the bush spoke 
to her.
“This branch is made up of 
the ruling numbers of the 
Universe.
“It has five leaves, three 
berries and is seven inches 
long.
“Take good care of it.
“While no leaves fall and no 
berries are eaten, this will be 
magical.
“When you find the round 
black stone which is Rolling 
Rock, touch him lightly with 
this branch and say ‘Little 
Rolling Rock have I found 
you?’
“Then will my spell be 
destroyed.
“Sleep dreamlessly now; in 
the morning you must rise 
early and begin your search 
again.’’
THE QUEST BEGINS 
Starflower heard her own 
voice thanking the guardian of 
the bush, and the next thing 
she knew the morning sun was 
on her face.
By her side, held loosley in 
her hand, was the small 
branch.
So she had not been 
dreaming.
But from which bush had 
she picked it?
The bush beside which she 
lay was as ordinary as all lose 
around her; but she clearly 
remembered the voice, and 
here was the evidence that 
she had not been dreaming.
It must be that only in the 
full of the moon did the bush 
sliine in silver and gold.
She touched the bush beside 
her thoughtfully.
She took hold of the branch 
gingerly, put Rolling Rock’s 
knife in her buckskin pouch 
and started down the moun­
tain.
She had no idea which way 
to go or where to look.
What a hopeless task it 
seemed to look for one stone 
among the countless 
thousands around her.
Was it a big stone, a small 
stone, a large boulder?
Several times she stopped 
and touched lightly the branch 
to likely-looking stones; but 
they remained stones.
By mid-day she was tired 
and a little afraid. She must 
soon find her way home again. 
Where was Rolling Rock? 
AN OLD MAN
She knew she was walking 
without any sense of direction.
She called out in her loneliness 
lo the sky and the forest, the 
mountains and the valleys.
“Tell me, where is Rolling 
Rock?”
But the only reply was the 
rustling of the startled 
creatures, who, if they knew, 
could not tell her.
Several times Starflower 
look the magical twig from 
her buckskin pouch and looked 
at it.
Its leaves were golden, its 
berries bright.
If only it could tell her where 
to find Rolling Rock.
All the rest of that morning 
she travelled without stop­
ping, and in the early af­
ternoon found herself in a 
valley through which flowed a 
gurgling stream.
She knelt and gratefully 
washed her face in its cool 
water.
“Well, Well!” exclaimed a 
gruff voice.
Starflower jumped up 
quickly and turned around, 
drops of water falling from 
her hands.
There stood an old man with 
bright blue eyes, a bushy 
white beard and a head of 
curling white hair.
“Well, well!” repeated the 
old man, who was astonished 
to see this lovely, tired girl.
“Are you lost? Where are 
your companions?”
Starflower looked at him 
uncertainly.
“I am alone. I am sear­
ching,” she said.
“Oh? That’s strange, for 1 
too am a searcher.”
The old man who had been 
prospecting for many years 
for minerals and ores, smiled 
at her kindly, for he felt sure 
she was ill.
“I’m looking for a round 
black stone,” she said.
The prospector shook his 
head doubtfully, decided that 
she was indeed ill, and that he 
must try to discover where she 
lived.
“Really, I cannot imagine 
what possible interest a lump 
of old stone could have for 
you,” he said.
“This is a very special one,” 
said Starflower. “Very 
special, I must find it.”
If you are interested in 
stones and rocks I have a 
whole boxful in my cabin near 
here,” the old man said.
“I’ve kept them because 
each seemed interesting to me 
in some way.
“Would you like to see 
them?”
He thought, I must humor 
her fancies because then 
perhaps I can discover where 
she lives and lake her home. 
“Oh, I would, I would!
The old man came up to her 
and patted her gently on the 
shoulder.
“There, there, come along 
with me, it is only a few steps,
THIS YOUNG LADY was wide eyed at her meet 





for my cabin is here, although 
it is almost hidden by trees.”
Starflower followed him 
anxiously.
When they reached the 
small, roughly built cabin, she 
sat down on a large lot outside 
feeling exhausted with ex­
citement.
THE OLD MAN’S ROCKS 
The old prospector brought 
a large box and placed it by 
her feet.
“There! That’s as fine an 
assortment of odd stones as 
you’ll find anywhere in all the 
land,” he said.
Starflower looked into the 
box.
“The one I want has a very 
strange history,” she said.
“Most rocks do,” answered 
the prospector, “as to their 
mineral values and so on.”
He got hold of the box and 
tipped all the stones onto the 
pground.
“Now look at this piece. 
Look at all those colored 
streaks running through it.”
Starflower was not 
listening. She was looking with 
concentration at the pile of 
stones, examining each one 
with care.
She pointed to one stone, 
black, round, smooth and 
shining.
“Where did you find this 
one?” she asked.
“Oh, that. I’m sure it’s of no 
value. It was lying near the 
creek.
“It’s a real oddity though. 
“If it’s put down in a clear 
space it always starts rolling 
about.”,
With trembling fingers, 
Starflower look the magical 
twig from her buckskin pouch.
She looked at it to make sure 
all the leaves and berries were 
still there.
The old man watched her 
with alarm.
Softly she touched the round 
black ball and said, “Rolling 
Rock, have 1 found you?”
Immediately she slopped 
speaking, the stone rocked 
violently, getting larger and 
larger.
Then it seemed to explode, 
scattering all the other rocks 
and stones, so that the 
prospector and Starflower had 
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One little boy, who arrived 
to sit on Santa’s knee at 
Sanscha Hall on Saturday, had 
his fill of ice cream first.
Before them stood Rolling 
Rock, looking very surprised 
and unbelievably joyful.
The old man scratched his 
head, tugged at his beard and 
rubbed his eyes.
Before he could recover 
from his astonishment, he 
found himself surrounded by 
two happy people, who were 
hugging and kissing him and 
each other.
Starflower told her story, 
then Rolling Rock told his 
story, confessing he was 
ashamed he had been so 
greedy.
He added it was his own 
fault , he had become as his 
name.
Amid so much laughter and 
happiness, the prospector 
declared he had not had such a 
merry time in many a long 
day.
He said, “I thought 1 knew 
all the legends hereabouts, 
and I knew that the days of 
spirits and magic were over.
“But today I know better — 
they will never be ended.”
He tried hard to persuade 
the two young people to 
remain with him that night 
and rest, but they were 
anxious to be on their way 
home, and he knew - because 
they had found each other - the 
way would seem very short.
You can imagine with what 
utter surprise and reliel the 
Fraser River band greeted the 
wanderers.
Endless questions, care and 
loving attention wore lavislied 
on them.
Even Rain-in-th(>l'’aco and 
Bald Eagle forehorc lo tease 
their friend about his iioasling 
and subsequent adventure, lor 
Rolling Hock was grateful and
24
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A Balanced Toybox
With the toy-buying season 
once more upon us, it’s helpful 
to have some practical advice 
on toy selection which, all too 
often, becomes a haphazard 
exercise in conipromise, 
substitution and guess work.
An excellent idea that 
Mattel Canada, a leading toy 
manufacturer, dispenses to 
consumers writing in for 
advice on choosing toys is that
of the balanced toybox.
The concept is based on the 
four basic kinds of play 
defined by psychologists; 
active physical, manipulative 
or constructive, imaginative, 
and social. A balanced toybox 
would, thus, contain toys that 
involve children in each of 
these kinds of play.
Apart from the obvious 
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your toy-shopping list and 
budget around categories of 
playthings, there are several 
other advantages.
For one, balanced play 
activities help develop a well- 
rounded child. For another, a 
variety of carefully selected 
toys is likely to sustain a 
child’s interest for longer than 
toys that are basically 
similar.
Some toys lend themselves 
to several kinds of play. These 
not only expand cliildren’s 
play experiences but also help 
develop their mental and 
physical capabilities. Toys of 
this type are, of course, the 
best value for your toy-buying 
dollars.
If you buy a toybox, in­
cidentally, be sure the lid is 
counter-balanced and does not 
have a lock or catch.
A balanced toybox should, 
according to Mattel Canada, 
include;
A ball: for toddlers, a 
rubber ball suitable for indoor 
use; for older children, a 
baseball and bat, a tetherball 
with standard.
A bath toy: for babies, a 
floating duck; for older 
children, a diving whale, 
floating soapdish or scrub 
mitt.
Books: for toddlers, books 
with large type and simple 
colourful illustrations.
A musical toy: for toddlers
and preschoolers, a jack-in- 
the-box or toy guitar; for older 
children xylophones, 
marimbas or bongos.
A cuddly companion: for 
toddlers and preschoolers.
A life-like doll: for 
preschoolers and older 
children male and female 
multiple-activity dolls.
A building toy: for
preschoolers, take-apart 
trucks or animals, for older 
children wooden logs or 
sophisticated building sets.
Puzzles: for preschoolers, 
simple wooden ones with four 
to ten pieces; for older 
children, progressively dif­
ficult designs.
A wheeled toy: for
preschoolers, push-a round 
cars and trucks, for older 
children, racing sets or 
electric trains.
A wheeled rid«von toy: for 
toddlers (space and safely 
permitting), a tricycle, for 
older children, a bicycle.
Games: for younger
children, easy to play, quick- 
winner games, after age eight, 
competitive word or strategy 
games.
Art supplies: for smaller 
children, crayons, finger 
paints, coloured paper; for 
older ones, sculpting clay, 
watercolours, embroidery and 
stitchery.
Mary Wiseman, coordinator 
of a developmental learning
programme at the children’s 
mental health unit. North 
York General Hospital, lias 
conducted extensive research 
into play assessment and the 
relationships between various 
kinds of toys and activities.
She points out that before 
adding toys to a playbox, 
parents should take into ac­
count the child’s present level 
of competence and toys it 
already has.
“It’s important for children 
to have some toys they’ve 
already mastered and can feel
happy with when they’re 
tired,” says Mrs. Wiseman. 
“They also need toys that 
challenge their current 
capabilities as well as some 
that are a little advanced.
“The need to experiment 
with more complex toys can 
emerge without the mother 
being aware of it. If these toys 
are in the playbox, the child 
simply picks them up and 
tackles them.”
Children sometimes become 
frustrated with new toys 
simply because they don’t
know wliat to do witli them. 
It’s a good idea for parents to 
demonstrate what can be done 
with a toy by actually playing 
with it and involving the child 
in the activity.
Some manufacturers do, 
incidentally, guarantee their 
toys against breakage. Mattel 
Canada, for one, guarantees 
its products for three months 
from the time the child ac­
tually receives the toy. Toys 
broken within this period w'ill 
be repaired by the company 
for the cost of labour only.
THIS LITTLE GIRL’S dreams came true when she 
met Santa Clause face to face.
"The Home of the Sportsman”
HARVEY'S SPORTING GOODS
2451 Beacon Ave; 656-4393
Legend Of Rolling Rock
continued
humble, realizing that without 
the love and devotion of 
Starflower he would have been 
imprisoned in a stone forever.
The wedding feast of Rolling 
Rock and Starflower was of
Ii
« |i r.r til






Reserve Now For Christmas Dinner 
ic I Tt, M ^ I m 3nd New Year’s Party(Formerly The Net Loft) ■'
388-5551 or 385-5555
640 MONTREAL, VICTORIA, B.C.
(Feel Free to Patronize our Waterfront Cocktail Lounge)
such magnificence that even 
the oldest grandmother could 
not remember the like.
Alas, the lovely twig.
In the excitement of finding 
Rolling Rock it had dropped to 
the ground, where the old 
prospector found it, its leaved 
withered the berries 
shrivelled.
He looked at it curiously, 
picked it up and with a shrug 
of his shoulders threw it into 
the bush.
Starflower found one leaf 
clinging to her clothing and 
this she saved.
It remains to this day bright 
with the yellow of an autumn 
leaf, so that all will know this 
is not just another fairy tale.
THE STORY ENDS 
The time came when Rolling 
Rock was even older than the 
oldest grandmother.
He sat alone near the edge of 
the forest one cool night, 
wrapped in a blanket.
His eyes were closed, his 
head nodding, but on his lined 
face there was a happy smile.
Much of his life he could not 
recall clearly, but he could 
vividly remember his journey 
into the mountains, the finding 
of the bush, the eating of tho 
fruit; and how he had become 
even as his name, bumping 
and thudding down the 
mountainside; and how the
lovely Starflower had freed 
him.
Rolling Rock could hunt no 
more, and even the changing 
seasons which he loved stirred 
him only faintly.
He got laboriously to his 
feet, letting the blanket fall to 
the ground. ,
He began walking slowly 
and painfully towards the 
mountains.
He was thinking “There is 
one thing, above all, I would 
like to do.
“Once more to be on that 
pathway which, in my youth, 
brought me sorrow and 
happiness, and to be there 
forever.
“Perhaps the Great Spirit, 
who has looked so indulgently 
on all my faults, will grant me 
this wish.”
As he walked, he sent out 
this deep longing to the Great 
Spirit.
He felt himself becoming 
young and strong again, 
leaping and bounding, rolling, 
rolling, rolling, thudding down 
the mountainside, a round 
black stone to rest forever at 
the foot of the mountain of 
Starflower and Rolling Rock.
And if you happen to be that 
way, and search with the 
utmost care, you may be able 
to find the stone that is 
Rolling Rock.
May the age-old Christmas story bring 
its spirit of love and joy to.you and your 
dear ones...thanks for your support.
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Trim the tree, Deck the halls, Sing the carols,
Share every bu.Hy, fun-filled moment
with your family and have a Merry f'.hristmns,
FROM THE M ANAOEH AND H FAFF 
OF
Toronto Dominion
tho bonk whoro pooplo moko tho difforonco
2421 neacoii Ave. 656-1141
ALL THE BEST OF THE SEASON 
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
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CUTK AND COZY 
2 Bedroom no step home. Open 
beam ceiling.
Comfortable living room with 
acorn fireplace. Secluded 
fenced yard. Nicely land­
scaped. Separate garage 
Walking distance to town 
Asking $48,500.00 
Wm. Rogers 652-1891
BACHELOR APARTMENT, a 
utilities included. $175.00. Phone 
656-6297. 51-1
APARTMENT FOR RENT, three 
rooms plus kitchenette and bath 
self contained. Adults only, no 
pets. $180.00 plus utilities. 
References. 656-3302 . 51-1
THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS
GIFT for your diving Friends and 
relatives is a Christmas Gift 
Certificate from RIMPAC Diver's 
Ltd. Visit the shop at 9818 Fifth St. 
in Sidney. Phone 656-6313.
BINGO EVERY MONDAY night, 
Sanscha Hall, Door 7 p.m. Gam.es 
7-45p.m. Kinsmen Clubof Sidney.
42-tf
MODERN OFFICE ac­
commodation, with elevator, 
available in Sidney Professional 
Building. 9775 Fourth St. Pacific 
strata services Ltd. 727 Johnson St. 
386-2437. '^^-tf
FREE TO GOOD HOME
Registered two year old male 
Airedale. Ideal companion for 
active children or adults. 656-6120.
49-1
BINGO K OF P HALL 8 p.m. 
every Thursday. Everybody 
welcome. 1-'^
SOUVENIR SPOON RACKS for 
Christmas, 12 to 24 spoons. $5 to 
$12. Phone 652-2637. 50-2
SALTSPIUNG
1/2 acre seaview lot 
overlooking Stewart Channel 
and Vancouver Island. 3‘/2 
miles from Ganges. Perc 
tested and has piped water. 
$13,000.00. MLS
COUNTRY LIVING 
Nearly 7 acres of land 
provides a peaceful setting for 
the spacious 1300 sq. ft. ranch 
style residence. 3 bedrooms, 
open beamed ceiling in living 
and dining room. Single 
carport and single car garage. 
This property located in North 
Saanich has a lovely seaview 
and beach access.
FOR RENT
2 bedroom waterfront home in 
Sidney. $300.00 per month. 






BUYING - SELLING? Saanich 
Peninsula Properties. Residential, 
horses, farms. Now is the time to 
discuss listing tor January, when 
Real Estate becomes active. 
Consult the man who lives there. 
J.C. Baxter 656-7545 (24 Hrs.)
Island Homes Ltd. 50-4
Canada Irust
BRENTWOOD BAY — New 
Deluxe weekly accommodation, 
maid service, 6ft. 8 in. beds, cable 
T.V., Electric kitchenettes. Only 
half block from Restaurant, 
Laundromat, Library etc. off 
season rates $70.00 weekly. $240.00 
for thirty days. Available Nov. 
11th. Phone 652-1551. 46-11
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE 
2439 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. 41- 
tf
SIDNEY NEARLY NEW





SUNDAY, DEC. 21st. 
9:30 A.M.-4;00P.M. 
Thousands of Gift Ideas 
and Treasures 
Old and Modern 
Interest for all 
Admission 25c 
Reservations 656-3082
‘Radar’ The Happy Reindeer
BEACON AT 1st STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
TIIURS. FRI. SAT.
— Created By B. C. Firm
2 rooMs office space
AVAILABLE. 178 sq. ft. Heat and 
light included. $85.00 per mon. 
Apply No. 303 Sidney Professional 
Bldg. 656-4813. 50-tf
1 WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 
J STOVE, $75.00; Zenith 
retridgerator, $85.00. Buy both and 
get a discount. Phone 656-5933 
evenings. 51-2
SKI BOOTS "TYROL", Size 10 
I with carrier. $35.00; snow tires, 
new, 735x14, $30.00; Floater jacket, 
blue, new. $30.00 656-3440. 51-1
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM 
with private bath, older gen­
tleman. Total abstainer, January 
1, 1976. 656-4393 or 656-3271. 50-tf
APARTMENT SIZE FRIDGE, 
with freezer compartment, 12 volt 
or 110. $150.00. Phone 656-2315. 51-1
Personals
helps — IN LOVING MEMORY 
Of Addaleen Helps who passed 
away December 18, 1974. Sadly 
missed by her grandson Wayne 
Meredith. 51-1
UNCLAIMED PRIZES 
Silver Threads Bazaar, Nov. 28th. 
Ticket holders No. 241335; 764386; 
764343, 3013. Please present stubs 
at Senior Citizen's Centre. 51-1
WANTED, 2 BDRM. house or 
cabin in Deep Cove area. Two 
adults, urgent. Phone 656-2540. 51-1
PENINSULA SKI CLUB will sell . 
20 pairs Ski Boots at Flea Market, 











Totally different, 3 Bdrm. 
home. All bedrooms up and 
living area down. Many 
unique features such as 
vaulted ceiling, balcony from 
upper level overlook open 
beam ceiling of living room, 
floor to ceiling fireplace, 15 ft. 
high and much more.




COLORBRED CANARIES for 
sale, singing, male, $18.50; Hen 
$10.00. Phone 656-1283. 51-1
DUTCH GARDENER available; 
for Sidney-Brentwood area. Good, 
workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Have good crew for larger 
jobs. Call: 656-5027. 10-tt




WORK WANTED Tree falling,' 
cement work, landscaping by hour 
or contract. Free estimates. Call 
384-9737. . ■ 33-tf
USED BLACK VINYL ARM 
CHAIRS. Good condition. $25.00 
each. Apply Sidney Travelodge. 51- 
1




THE FAMILY OF THE LATE 
MRS. COLINA (INA) HETMAN
wish to express thei 
sincere appreciation to all those 
who helped to ease their 
bereavement. To Father Mudge 
for his consoling words, those who 
sent flowers, cards, came to our 
home, phoned and graciously 
donated to the Heart Fund, Our 
Many Thanks. 51-1
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A 
HAPPY New Year to all our 
friends in the North End from 
Chappell'sof Campbell River. 51-1
Alchholics Anonymous. Contact 
Box 2242, Sidney, B.C. or call 652- 
2063.
RADAR THE HAPPY 
REINDEER has descended on 
Christmas this year in a blaze 
of glory. His spectacular 
performance last Christmas 
eve has ensured the little 
reindeer a prominent part to 
play for many a Christmas to 
come.
Last year, film maker RAY 
BENTLEY happened to be 
near the north pole oa few 
days after Christms adn had 





owner of RADAR THE 
HAPPY REINDEER.
MAXIMILION SCHINI - 
MAXIE - told a story that even 
RAY BENTLEY didn’t 
believe until it was confirmed 
Santa claus that every word 
was true. RADAR does indeed 
have the ability to find his way 
through fog and sleet and zero 
visibility.
SANTA confirmed that due 
to an unfortunate accident, the
intrepid RUDOLPH the red 
nosed was unable to lead the 
team. SANTA expected that 
he would be unable to make 
his Christmas deliveries until 
mid summer. Fortunately, 
RADAR THE HAPPY
reindeer was
AVAILABLE TO HELP OUT. 
And help out he did. We 
haven’t heard of a soul who
missed Christmas because of 
faulty delivery.
When RAY BENTLEY 
returned from the North Pole, 
he gathered his crew around 
him and together they put 
together one of the most 
delightfully charming 
Christmas stories ever.
RAY BENTLEY wrote the 
story....PETER SCOTT LAIN 
and GEORGE ANDERSON 
collaborated in writing eight 
delightful, and contemporary 
songs. TED FRIEND con­
sented to read the story aloud 
and BILL SNOW and his 
sound engineers at TIMBRE 
SOUND recorded it for all to 
enjoy.
MARTIN SLAVIN did the 
musical arrangements and 
conducted the orchestra while 
JOHN LAUGHLIN, FRANZ 
RUSSELL and CAROLYNE 
FIELD raised their voices in 
song backed by the delightful 
RADAR SINGERS.
RADAR THE HAPPY 
REINDEER is a great 
combination of family en­
tertainment, especially since 
the music is pleasing to every 
kid in the block from aesages 
three to a hundred and three.
You will have to read the 
book to understand the story - 
if SANTA weren’t involved - 
even this writer wouldn’t have 
believed it.
Incidentally, the 
illustrations are by DANA.
AFC CONTRACTORS
Painting, linos, and carpet in 
stallation. 656-1016or 383-6832. 24-tf
TWO UNIROYAL RADIAL SNOW 
1 tires 105R 14C, like new, fit VW. 






clean up. Phone 656- 
50-tf
10 SPEED BIKE. Phone 652-2020.
51-1
Two bedi’oom Tudor style 
home with terrific water 
views. Large lot, has many 
bearing fruit trees. Vendor 
will help finance. MLS 14495 
595-5171 Doug Poskitt 656-4236
HANDYMAN WITH V2 TON will do 
odd jobs, clean up, carpentry, 
repairing, digging gardens, etc. 
Sidney arda'.tph'oh'e 656-6640 before 
8 a.m. or after 5 p.m. anyday- 51-5
(F,st. 1912)
2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
BRAND NEW 
■JBdrms. 1'/- baths 
9384 Maryland Drive 
No steps in this modern ranch 
style home. Fully treed lot, 
many many extras. Will 
consider your vacant lot or 
house in trade.











WANTED TO RENT YOUR
garage. Sidney area. Call 656-5865.
49-3
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Magnificent is the only way to 
describe this quality home 
built by a master craftsman.
As you enter the front door 
examine the hand carved 
bannisters, walk into the 
spacious living room with its 
gorgeous brick fireplace, or 
run your hands along the Teak 
cabinets in the kitchen. Go out 
onto the huge sundeck and 
gaze out over the VALLEY 
VIEWS made up of acres and 
acres of fertile farm land 
where no one can even build in 
front of you, then examine the 
three large bedrooms on the 
main floor. Next comes the 
downstairs, where a cozy Rec. 
Room with magnificent rock 
fireplace nd rock faced bar 
await. Across the hall is the 
Billiard room with plenty of 
space to do that pool table 
justice, also downstairs is a 
foLirtii liedroom, laundry area 
and workshop. 'To view all 






restorable, running order. 
7520 West Saanich Road.
$75.00.
51-1
CASH FOR PIANOS or player 
pianos, any condition. 477-6439 . 26- 
tf














NEED EXTRA MONEY FOR 
CHRISTMAS Bills? Just a few 
hours weekly calling on friendly 
Fuller Brush Customers can be 
most rewarding! For more in- 
formation write Fuller Brush Co. 
c/o T. Diamond, R.R. 3- 
Kamloops, B.C. or call 578-7633. 50-
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
ANDOTHERS 
ESTATE OF HJALMER 
AUGUST EMERSLUND, 
DECEASED
REVIEW CLASSIFIED ‘HOT LENE’ 656-1151
SAANICH
EXPANDING CANADIAN OIL 
COMPANY needs dependable 
person who can work without 
supervision. Earn $14,000 per yoar 
plus bonus. Contact customers 
around Sidney. Wo train. Write 
M.G. Dick, Pres., Southwestern 
Petroleum, Brampton, Ont. L6T 
2J6.
NOTICE is hereby given to 
creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of 
the above named deceased, 
who died in Ganges, British 
Columbia, on September 
24, 1975, are hereby
required to send them, 
properly verified, to 
McKimm and Stevenson, 
Barristers and Solicitors, 
at 9830 Fourth Street, 
Sidney, B.C. before the 14th 
day of January, 1976 after 
which date the Executors 
will distribute the said 
estate among the parties 
entitled thereto, having 
regard only to the claims of 








roprosentative is Norman Hull. 
656-4938.
experienced waitress wanted. 
Apply in person 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. Sen 
Breeze Inn 9776 Fourth St., Sidn^oy,
6459 PATRICIA BAY 
HWY 652-2511






Spmiish stylo,'1 Hdrms, large 
living room, large suiidet’k off 
living room and maKfcr Bdrm. 
Much, much more room for 
(levolopmeiit.
5-5171 Godfrey \Valls65()-48t)l
FURNACES a ductwork 
SUCKED CLEAN with high 
powered truck mounted vacuum 
unit, Call Peninsula Chlmnoy 
Service. 656 4295, also (or con­
ventional brush a vacuum 
cleaning ot chimneys, turnates, 
stoves, elc. 34-tt
housocloaning and laundry, one 




Estate ot the doconsod; MC­
DONALD, Sven Muriel, o.k.a. 
MACDONALD, Svea Muriel, Into 
1 ot 10625 Blue Heron Rd., Sidney, 
B.c.
part-time JANITORIAL help. 
Some oxporionco preferred. 656- 
2444. 51-1
TRAIN FOR sales and sorvlco 
wlih Electrolux. Excollont ear­
nings on a quality product. Per­




VICE. Sidney Clean-up. Ray 
Bowcott, 656 1920, 36jl(
Sparlings
islablishecl 1925





'This 3 level 3 lUlriii., split in 
Saiiiiiclitoii has intuiy groat 
features for the ticlive family, 
Large Hoc, room 22x12 affords 
an exc(‘llenl activity area, A 
privati; Ijalcoiiy off the master 
Bdrm, givt's privacy for Mom 
and Dad. Kitchen is large with 
good eating area. Large 
garage in rear with ll.'vr.t 
metal tool slied is anotlier of 
tlio many plnst's,
Gall now lo





Owner Will Dorm,in gives 




P i : R ,S () N /\ L1/ E D I ’ A U I'D H y
SERVICE 
Ph. 6:.6-i>lll
'4280 IIAimOUR RD. SIDNEY
ASSISTANT 'NSTRUCTOR IN 
CONTEMPORARY DANCE AND 
THEATRE!
Appllcntlons ore invited from 
suitcibly qufilitlod persons lor Ihe 
lompornry position of Asslstnnl 
Instructor (or Contomporiiry 
Donee ond Thootro Movement 
clnsses ot Porklond Sneondnry 
School, Qunlificiillons In bnllot 
nocessory, wllh background In 
choroogrophy ond modern donee 
desired,
dosses ore scliodulod (rom B;30 • 
11:30 o.m., ond commence
Jonuory 26in, 1976, through to 
Juno, 1976, Sniory lo ho nixiolloblo 
depending on gunlltlcollons ond 
exporlonco,
t’leoso (orword opplicniions ond 
resume no Inter ihnn 12 o'clock 
noon, December 29tn, 1975.
R.S. Ingrom, 
Secretory Treosuror 
School District No, 63 
(Snonlch) 
P.O, Box 2010, 
Sidney, B.C,
Creditors ond others hnving 
claims ogninsi Ilie sold ostoto(s) 
ore hereby required to send them 
duly verified, to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 635 Burrnrd Street, 
Voncouver, B.C, V6C 3L7, before 
the 30tn day of January, 1976 after 
which date Iho assets of Iho said 
ostntos (s) will no distributed, 
having regard only to claims that 
have been received,




We reserve the right 
to limit (luantities
COZY ONE OR 2 BDRM, older 
home, Sidney, Central, Apply P.O,





f'.e-Hen Si'rvice Pruning. Bruno 
Von Schuckmann, phone 656 1991).
CENTRAL SAANICH LIONS 
CASH BINGO every Tuesday 7:30 
p.m. The Den, corner Hast Snalch 
and Central Saanich Roads, 46 l(
ARE YOU LON LEY? A parent 
wilhoul a partner? Inlerested In 
joining Parents Without Partners? 
l or Intormallon phone; 656 1/05 or 
656 3759. Wednesday evenings, 
cottee, conversation and tamlly 
acliviliiea, 40 II
Snowsliooiiig on Viuioouvei 
IhIiuuI! Thoro aro iiiaiiy areas 
near Vietoria wliieli provide 
excellent snowslioeing con­
ditions during Iho wintei 
nionlhs. The Victoria YM- 
YWCA is offering a 
snowslioeing program this 
winter to introduce peninsula 
residents to tliis excellent 
method of winter travel, 
Instruction inclndes 6 hours 
of indoor discussion on 
Monday evenings, and a 
niinimnm of 3 weekend trips, 
The course commences 
Monday, ,lannary 5lli al 8 p.m. 
in Iho “Y” Imilding at litui 
Courtney Street. Fee for the 
program is $15 for “Y’’ 
memhers and $30 for non- 
menihers. More information 
can he obtained l>y phoning 
tlie “Y" al 386-7511 or liy 
picking up a liroclinre al 880 
Courtney Street, Victoria 
R.C.
SrORE HOURS 
Monday lo Saturday 
8:30 a.m. to 6:60 p.m.
LARGE FAMILY..? MINI FARM
..Want a ball field? GOOD EARTH
...Need seclusion? In Deep Cove, 2 one acre
Our new Ardwell listing may parcels back to back. One 
fill your bill with 5 bedrooms treed, one cleared. Driveway, 
and 1.09 Ac. of land. fence, excellent well. Ready
Asking $77,000. for building. As a packag
$43,000.
4 ACRES
of farmland and a 2 storey 
Cape Cod home with 4 
bedrooms and 2 bathrooms.
Entirely renovated in ex­
cellent taste. Possibility of 
industrial zoning if required.
Asking $149,500.
LOOKING BACK AT 1975 ...
What has happened in the World of Real Estate in 
1975? As the Year before, prices of land and housing 
kepi rising, although not by far as fast. We believe that 
Ibis was caused by Buyer resistance to high mortgage 
rates and general recession influences coupled with 
long disaslerous strikes.
Instead of tackling basic problems, various levels ol 
Governmonl fried to treat the end results, by means ol 
subsidized mortgage programs, home purchase 
grants, rent controls, landbanking schemes, govern­
ment housing schemes, etc. Unfortunately without 
much success.
What causes high housing prices? 'Iwo factors stand
out: , , ,.
(1) Large demand means that a large nuniher ot
people are slill willing and able lo purchase at today’s
(2) Short supply of housing is caused by msufficioiil 
increase of available housing slock compared to the
increase of able purchasers.
Therefore, make more housing available and prices 
will come down. This is difficult lo achieve in the shorl 
run, therefore prices will hold and Heal Estate will
remain a good inveslnienl.
Vow people, including a large iiumber in Govern- 
menl, reali'/.e that Ihe high price of housing is not 
caused by high lot prices, but simply liy the shortage ol 
vacant houses, A good example is the following: /\ new 
liouse on a city lot sells for $50,000. An identical house 
built 3 years ago on a similar lot will sell lor the same 
price. 3 years ago that lot definitely sold for a lower
price than loday’s lot. , • i ,
To he fible to understand today s invnlyed niarkel, a 
Realtor has to conlimially study and u|)dato his
'^'Tyou m’o planning to sell or purcahse lUnil Estate 
you can use that knowledge and the 1;'^-’'
Multiple Listing Service of the Victoria Real Ivsiate
Board liy calling us anytime.
P S We can also service you by looking alter rentals 
and we sell various types of Insurance such as Rome 
Owner’s and Tenant’s packages, Pel Insurance. I'A- 
ness inedicnl cost aiul Visitor’s medical cost In- 
siiraiico,















































TO Tliosr. WHO TUIJSTKI) TIIIOIH 
lillSINlOSS TO OUR OI'FH’R: A W/VIIM 
Tll/VNK YOU! 249AIL
TO AI'I'OUR FRIKNDS. old and NMW: 
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Santa Made A Special Trip Saturday
Santa made a special trip to 
the Saanich Peninsula on 
Saturday, December 13th. He 
was warmly welcomed by 
hundreds of children who 
visited with him or were given 
bags of Christmas treats.
Santa himself was kept busy 
with a day-long schedule. He 
said he enjoyed every minute 
of it and plans to be back on 
the peninsula on Christmas
Eve in time to fill stockings. 
Saturday’s programme had 
been jointly planned by 
representatives of Sidney and 
North Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce, Peninsula 
Recreation Commission, 
Sanscha and Peninsula 
Players.
Excellent performances 
were given by Brentwood 
Elementary School Children,
We’ve peeked in upon the 
setting for. your very festive Christmaa 
and couldn’t help adding our 
Thank You for your fine patronage and a 




Deep Cove School children, 
and Sidney Elementary 
School children, Parklands 
Band, North Saanich School 
Band, Silver Serenaders, 
Corinne Eckhert and 
Peninsula Players’ group. The 
folk singing of Dorothy Allen 
and Sue McLean was also well 
received.
The smooth -running 
programmes were managed 
by Chuck Harvey. The co­
ordinating of the programmes 
was made possible by the 
Support of Brentwood Com­
munity Hall, Deep Cove 
School, Sanscha, and School 
District No. 63. Assistance 
was provided by a group of 
Boy Scouts and Air cadets and 
many volunteer helpers.
The morning began with a 
film show at Brentwood 
Community Hall where ap­
proximately 250 were 
awaiting the visit from Santa 
Claus. After their visit, the 
children were given a bag of 
treats. En route to the 
Children’s Concert at Sanscha 
Hall, Santa took time to pay a 
surprise visit to 4-year-old 
Wendy Copeland of Central 
Saanich who is ill.
The children’s show at 
Sanscha was enthusiastically 
received.
The presentations provided 
by Parklands’ School Band, 
and the groups of children 
from Brentwood, Deep Cove 
and Sidney Elementary 
Schools were a credit to the 
teachers and children in 
volved and heartily approved, 
by the 450 people attending.
Children’s carol sheets wree 
provided, and an excellent
Christmas carol sing-a-long 
was enjoyed by all. Ex­
citement reached its peak 
with the appearance of Santa 
Claus. After speaking to the 
childi'en, (no introduction was 
really required), the younger 
children lined up for a per­
sonal chat with Santa. They 
were then presented with a 
bag of goodies and then 
proceeded on their way.
At 2:45 p.m. Santa appeared 
to another happy group at the 
Deep Cove School, where a 
film show was in progress. His 
magic bag produced enough 
treats for all the children. 
Here, too, many took ad­
vantage of the opportunity to 
have a few words with Santa 
themselves.
The evening concert was 
held at Sancha at 8 p.m. A ’ 
good-sized crowd enjoyed the 
North Saanich School Band, 
the presentation of the Deep 
Cove School, Peninsula 
Players, Corinne Eckert, the 
folk-singers. Silver 
Serenaders, and a community 
carol sing.
Refreshments and a social 
hour completed the day-long 
activities. The Christmas 
trees and decorations were 
left in place in Sanscha Hall 
for the Christmas party being 
held on Sunday by the Boy 
Scout Association. (In­
teresting statistics: 195 lb. of 
candy were used to make up 
the 1,000 bags of treats. Each 
bag also held a Christmas 
orange. These were assem­
bled by a group of Sidney 
volunteers and provided by 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce).
Ladies Auxiliary
Mrs. Mattie Ricliardson of 
Duncan Ladies Auxiliary was 
welcomed as a guest to the 
December meeting and will 
transfer to No. 37.
Eileen McWilliams 
presented a review of the 
luncheon party for the 
veterans from Memorial 
Pavilion in Victoria on 
December 6 in the Mills Road 
Hall. Twenty six had been 
entertained to a delicious 
meal, followed by gifts under 
the tree and songs by the 
Sidney Serenaders, with an 
interlude by Rena and Laurie 
McRae singing to the ac­
companiment of their guitars.
Total collection for Poppy 
Fund at the Safeway in 
November had been $379.58, a 
substantial increase from last 
year.
Before leaving the cliair. 
President Dorothy Pearson 
received the L.A’s highest 
award from her fellow- 
members - Life Membership. 
'This was presented by Canada 
Herrington and is the 
culmination of 30 years’ 
service in the L.A.
Mollie Duncan presented 
the slate of officers, and Past 
President Dorothy Pearson 
conducted the election and 
installation, as follows: 
President, Rowena Nunn; 1st 
Vice. Marg Paisley; 2nd Vice, 
Tine Walker; Secretary, Lee 
Short; Treasurer, Emily 
Brackett; Executive Council, 
Gertie Mann, Amy Bourassa, 
Jenny Erickson; Sergeant-at- 
arms, Mae Matthews. Other 
appointments will be made by 
the President elect at the 
Annual Meeting, January 12.
is for good will, 
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Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
M.J. SUTHERLAND












REWARD FOR NEWS OF SON
Father Continnes To Search Wilds Of B.C.
To all my Anglo-Saxon friends and relatives a 
Very Merry Christmas and all the best in a 
dubious New Year ...
As in past years I shall be holding open house com­
mencing at 1400 hours on Boxing Day; a light supper of 
fowl followed by champagne and other refreshments will 
be served at 2200 hours. Kindly park your cars on West 
Saanich road and enter the estate’s side gate on foot ... 
Mr. Paul Stenner will be on hand to greet you.
Lt. Colonel James Brown-Hardingc (Ret).
A reward of $1,000 has been 
offered for information about 
the son of a former Sidney 
businessmaa
Douglas Frizzell, 59, of New 
Westminster, offered the 
reward after his son, Douglas 
Jr., disappeared following a 
„ hupiting tpp.
Frizzell said he had a phone 
call from his son October 20 to' 
say he and his companion, 
Wayne Farrier, would be 
home by October 22.
No word has been heard 
from either of them since. The 
elder Frizzell has offerred a 
reward of $1,000 and has made 
a number of trips into the 
Southern Interior to search for 
son.
The Review contacted the 
RCMP in Yahk, B.C. who with 
Cranbrook RCMP, have been 
handling the case. Although a 
number of leads have been 
investigated since the two 
men were reported missing
•Long Gowns «Pant Suits 






HUSIIANDS, SONS. Si 
B()YFRienI).S. Come in any 
time and lot us help with tho 
soloclion of your GIFTS. Free 
thft Wrapping.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
WE WILL BE OPEN ALL DAY 
MONDAY, DEC. 22 & 2!)th.
ANNA'S FASHIONS
“always a little better”
7105 West Saanich Ud.,
652-3143 ciiahgex
nearly two months ago, there 
is no trace of the hunter^.
Frizzell said he believes his 
son’s rifle was sold to a Yank 
storekeeper October 20.
He said storekeeper Paul 
McCartney has a copy of a bill 
of sale for the $270 rifle.
“Douglas cherished that 
gun and wouldn’t willingly 
have allowed it to be sold,’’ 
Frizzell said.
He declined to name the 
person who sold the gun but 
said it was not his son.
RCMP said they have not 
been able to identify the 
weapon as belonging to 
Frizzell, as they said the serial 
nuiiiber of the younger 
Frizzell’s gun had not been 
registered.
“The tires on their vehicle 
were almost bald and they 
could have run off the high­
way. Evidence of an accident 
would have been covered by 
snow almost immediately,’’ 
one detective said.
“At the time of their 
disappearance, many sections 
of the highway were 
treacherous with black ice.’’ 
Foul play is not suspected,
Frizzell owned the Cedar- 
wood Motel in Sidney during 
tho mid-Sixties.
MARSHALL’S





For any job, also all phases | 







Rp|ert ^riioper, D.C. 
lliS^eacbii Ave.- 
Sidney-
A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
For the Peninsula, Phone 
KURTSTRICKER 











Best Quality Meat 
and Groceries ^
23:5.5 Amity Dr. 
Cor. Pat Bay Hwy.
Plumbing^ Heating
,10:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 










New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 







Roofing; — Repairs, —
Eavestroughs. Qualified
Roofers — Budget Prices 
Free EstimaUifJ 656-4369
DANISH UPHOLSTERY
All Repairs-Any size Boat and 
















For service and repairs to all 
makes of Sewing Machines. 25 
years experience. Complete 
check-up, cleaning, oiling. 
$10.00 also buy & sell. 656- 
6195.






Carpentry Finishing or 
Rough
Painting Spray or Brush 









A Victoria man was charged 
with impaired boating after an 
incident in which a 20-foot 
cruiser landed upon a float in 
Saanich Inlet, during the 
afternoon of December 13.
There was little damage to 
either float or boat.
Jack Irwin Lyall, 2590 
Blackwood St., was found to 
have a blood alcohol count of 
,10, well over the .08 level 
which carries a penalty of a 
fine lietween $50 and $1000 for 
first offenders or up to six 




















Specializing in new 
cabinets and also rcfacing 
of existing cabinets at 
substantial savings. Phone 
656-5772 or 656-6195 Eves. 
Free Estimates.
“no job to large; 
or too small”'











ildlova to r- Level—Cultivate 
Plough — Post Holes 
Loading
Hauling — Landscaping 
L’lee Estimates 652-2759 
Evenings 595-0789
ANDY the HANDYMAN
Clean up - wlinlow cleaning 
enrpet sliainpooing 
Pnintliig Lawn Service > 








Post Holey Dug, 
Rrush Cutting.
Phone 656-3556'







R. & P Janitor 
Service













^ UA'I' WORK 
• I’RUCKING 




New and Old Roof- 
Applied, Hopnirs





Repairs - Any size boat and
trailer cushions ■ custom made I.iliidscaping Ltd.
turniture, Rosldontjal • Commercial
Urontwnnd tiny fl, Golf Course Construction
Shoppinn Centro A9SS West Snnnich Rd.
652-1591 ITrontwood Day
Glen Williams 652-3323
M. & B. MASONRY
Brick aiul Block
656-5091 1
Food Services ys® tin®
T. R. SKin
Ei.ECTUiciAN 
2.') years experience •,
■ Residential: Commcrclpl 
■ Industrial








• FILTER BEDS 
SEWER-STORM .DRAINS
. wmn.uNEs , ,
.232iO 'AiiiIierHl, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigiiy, (150-:i583:
Gurney Instruments
AAnrIno rndlo, rndnr, nuto 
pilots.
Industrial process control; 
chemical, pnoum^illc, elec­
tronic





Disposal Plold Deslons 





9732 FIrstSt. Sidney 
Occupylnd Uncle Dudlov's 
Promises
Unmpshades Lamp 











Quality Mont Cut, Wrapped 





For l.iiwii Mower and 
Home AppliaiieeK Uepiili'H 
(Large Si Smiill)
I'loase call our aaswering 
service :IKI-7:133 
I’leU up and Delivery on 








tfinhnininn wllh !)l> yonra 





■ lr{torlor-E)(lorlor Pninting 
Sl Docorating 
Pfiporhanglng - Vinyl
Norm Sadler j 656-1487
n C. STEl* TO , « Y 
BETTER HEAI/ni 
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks 
No, 102 ■ 9H6I Thinl St. 
'65(r-’25l5
SIDNEY GLASS














50 in. Holovnlor 
Prompt ConrleoiiH Service
656-1748

